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Canada Goes Boom
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Again we repeat, while we are preparing for the and more than 1500 guests have registered since the
foreign tourist we should be creating facilities for our cabins opened in 1948. There is a great need
local tourist business. An example of what can be for many more such places throughout the
done in this connection is the splendid accommodation Avalon peninsula and as far northeast as the roads
provided at Swift Current by Beck's Tourist Cabins are now open. If they are made ready now our local
where every facility for the comfort of tourists is to tourists will be able to patronize them and they will
be found and which need not take a back seat to be ready to reap a rich harvest when the Traos-
anything the mainland provides. Trinity cabins just Canada road across the province is completed. How-
off the road to Bonavista is another example of pri- ever great care should be exercised in the granting of
vate enterprise. which has 18 cabins and can accom- permits so that those already established will be safe·
modate 48 persons. In a brocure we are told the guarc'ed against competition that may result in finan-
greatest number of guests are our local tourists cial loss and deterioration of services in consequence.
When Nfld. Helped Save Canada
By DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS, J.D.
(Doctor juris), Ph.D., Graduate of Boston, New York, Columbia, Rutgers, and Iowa State. Universities.
The CoHeges of Law of St. Paul, and Minnelpoli':S, Diploma in "Internation Affairs", University
Of Minnesota.
(Chrysler's Field. November II. 1813)
The enemy's plan was to move down the St.
Lawrence and capture the strategic city of Montreal
before the approach of the winter storms on the
waters. Niles Weekly ReAister, November 20th. said:
"We have some accounts from the Northern
armies that appear worthy of reliance. General
Hampton says he should join Wilkinson at Mon·
treal in two days or sooner. He crossed into
Canada without opposition."
The plan was as Robert Sellar in "Chrysler
Field: the decisive battle of the war of 1812" notes:
"It was the battle of Chrysler's that saved Canada
With Montreal in enemy possession, all the
British troops west of it, cut off from their base
of supply. would have had to surrender. So long
as Canadians rejoice in being Britons they ought
to cherish the memory of Morrison and his 800."
Lieutenant-Colonel Morrison checked the ad-
vance on the Canadian shore of the St. Lawrence in
Ontario between Cornwall, 68 miles from Montreal.
and Morrisburg. 27 miles from Cornwall. His troops
had come down in armed schooners, gunboats and
bateaux. They pushed forward and by the morning
of November 9th he was able to debark the troops.
being then also close upon the enemy.
The action is usually called the Battle of
Chrysler's Field. near the head of the Long Sault
Rapids. or Williamsburg from a nearby village, It
beaT'S the tirst name mainly because it was around the
large farm of John Chrysler (a British military of-
ficer) that the conflict was fought out and victory
achieved. All battle honours and medals issued carry
the name of Chrysler's Field.
\VilIiam Wood. in "Select Documents" of this war
says:
"At Chrysler's Field every element of Canadian
defence was represented in this well-executed
victory."
However. we should not overlook the detach-
ment from the 49th under Colonel John Harvey (later
Governor of Newfoundland) and just then the hero
of Stoney Creek (June 6. 1813). Nor can we omit
the detachment from Morrison's own regiment, the
89th.
The morning of November II, 1813 dawned bleak
and cloudy, so say the historians. Dispatches from
the scene indicate that snow and sleet later added to
the misery. The night before the soldiers had en·
camped under the pine trees.
There is no photo
available of Colonel
Morrison, but here-
with we show one of
his principal aides-
Colonel John Harvey.
Despite some confusion and delay. Lieut.·Col.
Joseph W. Morrison thought that duty called on him
to make a stand. But with only 800 men. including
about 30 Indians. he was challenging an enemy who
had it in his power to hurl thousands against him.
News from the enemy's Northern army, publish-
ed in Niles Weekly ReA;ster, November 20th. speaks
of:
'·the whole force of 8.700 to proceed down the St.
Lawrence ... Besides three regiments of Dra-
goons at Ogdensburg."
His expedition down the St. Lawrence against
Montreal had arrived at a point a few miles below
Ogdensburg. Here he was informed that the opposite
shore of the river was lined with posts of musketry
and artillery. Colonel Macomb, with 1,200 of the
best troops was ordered to cross the river and oppose
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the British detachment on the Canadian side. These
were soon followed by other riflemen.
However. when they received news of the
arrival of Canadian reinforcements at Prescott, it
was deemed necessary to call a council of war. But
it was there decided to proceed with all possible
rapidity to the attack of Montreal. Knowing of the
danger. General De Watteville had been sent from
Montreal to place obstacle to the advance of the
enemy.
Gen. John Parker
Bo)'d leader of the
American forces in
the attack on Chr)'s,
ler's Field.
The enemy's main army under General John
Parker Boyd. a soldier of fortune, had orders to attack
the British at once. But his position was one of peril,
for the British armed vessels were close upon them
.md the land troops were hanging upon the rear of
Boyd's men.
This is shown up in Boyd's dispatch from French
Mills after his defeat when he says:
"The corps of the enemy from Kingston which
followed me. hung on my rear. . They deserve
credit for their zeal and intelligence," (Niles
Weekly Resister, December 4. 1813).
The British troops were well posted at Chrysler's
Fidd. They had in Morrison as their commander a
soldier with military instincts, being. too, the son of
an officer in the army. and himself saw service on this
continent in Revolutionary days. He had command
of a battalion of the 89th at Halifax at the outbreak
of this war.
The troops were drawn up in echelon order, a
formation in which groups are disposed in parallel
lines, each to the right or left of the one in front so
that the whole presented the appearance of steps.
It was in this position that the right of the line
rested upon the river, the left upon a dense black-ash
swamp and covered skirmishers and several rugged
ravines, while gunboats swept with their fire the whole
plain in front. The battle front was about 700 yards
long with a field gun at each end and one in the centre.
There was a wide gap between the 49th and Chrysler's
buildings, m and around which militia-mainly vol
unteer fanners-and sailors were posted.
General Boyd's dispatch from his camp nC'ar
Cornwall before the conflict says:
"The enemy had judicially chosen his ground
among the d«p ravines which everywhere inter.
sected the extensive plain." (Niles Weekly ReA.
ister, November 14, 1813).
Let us pause to look at the human element in
the British force, First, it was a battle where those
who deserve most in honours are ignored. Compare
the events at Chateauguay the latter part of October.
where Colonel's de Salaberry and Macdonald con-
foundC'd the enemy by a clever ruse of blowing bugle'S
fr~m many obscure points, leading the enemy to
thmk he was confronted with thousands. The ruse
succeeded. the opponent fled the field. although de
Salsberry had only 300 men.
This clever rusC', a few days before Chrysler's.
checkC'd thC' enemy, and it is said:
"It is a commentary on how popular honours are
distributC'd that while de Salaberry is enshrined
as the hero of thC' day, of the men whom he
commanded. not one was killed. while the com-
panies that fought on the south side of the river
where de Salaberry did not set foot, and who
really won the day by bafflin,6: Purdy's flank
ASK FOR
IMPERIAL FINE FOOD FLAVOURS:
•
IMPERIAL MANUFACTURING
ST. JOHN'S
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movement. are ignored." (Sellars "Chrysler's
Field). Colonel Purdy was in command of the
1st. brigade of the enemy.
and Sellar adds:
"Colonel joseph Morrison received no official
recognition for his victory of Chrysler beyond
being awarded a medal as were also many other
officers."
That same reasoning holds good for the officers
of the Royal Newfoundland Regiment. If I had not
been well versed in the names of the officers of this
corps, I should never have suspected that Captains
Davis. Skinner, Bulger and Hierleigh. mentioned by
Colonel Morrison and Irving, were drawn from th~
ranks of the Regiment.
Colonel Morrison says in his dispatch the next
day:
"To Captains Davis and Skinner of the Quarter-
master General's Department, I am under the
greatest obligation for the assistance I have re-
ceived from them, their zeal and activity has
been unremitting. (Arch. C-681, p-59).
Now Captain Edward F. Davis was an Ensign,
Royal Newfoundland Regiment, April 7, 1808: Lieu-
tenant, October 8, 1812; Captain New Brunswick
Fencibles, October 25. 1813. Present at Chrysler's
Farm. Dispatches (W. H. Irving, Officer in Canada,
War 1812).
Captain R. P. Skinner is about the only man of
the Regiment on active service that judge Prowse in
his "History of Newfoundland" mentions at all. Of
him, Irving says:
"Captain Royal Newfoundland Regiment, No-
vember 1809: appointed to Prescott, March 22.
1813. Deputy-Asst. Quartermaster-General.
Gunboats and Marine were under his charge.
Present at Chrysler's Farm-dispatches."
For further evidence we have john McGregor
writing later on "British America" speaks of:
"The Newfoundland Light Infantry under the
command of Colonel Skinner."
Of another Newfoundland officer, Captain john
George Hierliegh, Irving says:
"Captain Royal Newfoundland Regiment, As-
sistant Barrack-Master General. Present at
Chrysler's Farm. Medal."
Perhaps the most distinguished of them all is
Captain Andrew H. Bulger, of whom Irving says:
"A native of Newfoundland. Ensign Royal New-
foundland Regiment. October 26, 1804: Lieu-
tenant, july 31, 1806. Served in command of tr.e
Newfoundlanders while acting as marines. P:e-
sent at Chrysler's Farm. Clasp to Medal. Later
Govemor of Red River Territory."
Andrew H. Bulger was really a Lieutenant at the
time of Chrysler's Farm. He was made a Captain
soon after he was placed in command of Fort McKay
on the Mississippi in 1814.
The list of all casualties was made up in
Chrysler's house the day after the battle and is signed
by Colonel Harvey and Captain E. F. Davis as De-
puty Assistant Quartermaster General. (Arch. C·6811,
p-52, Wood Vol. 2, p. 451).
As from the outbreak of the war. the Regiment
was split up into small detachments, they often be-
came assimilated to such a degree that I find no
mention of the rank and file at all on Chrysler's
Field. A mere superficial study of the forces present
would never reveal the fact that four officers-Skin_
ner. Davis. Bulger and Hierleigh were of the corps
that sailed out of St. John's just a year or two before
this momentous battle.
Let us now proceed with this struggle on
Chrysler's. It can be no better told in prose than it
is put by Lieutenant-Colonel j. R. Wilkinson of the
21st. Fusiliers, in a poem, over half a century ago.
He depicts it truthfuJly in:
THE BATTLE OF CHRVSLER'S FARM!
With his right resting on the St. Lawrence,
His left by a sheltering wood,
Morrison deployed his eight hundred
And in the clear field firmly stood:
Eight hundred firm British and Canadians,
Determinedly biding there,
With the Red Cross banner above them,
Flaunting proudly in the brisk, cool air.
Well they knew that Boyd was advancing
With two thousand to crush their line:
But they stood like a wall, and as silent,
In that trying, momentous time.
Aye, for the moment before the battle
Far more dreadfully tries men's souls
Than when thousands are falling about them,
And it's madd'ning din round them rolls!
Then, too, it was an event momentous
For this fair Canada of ours-
Continued on page 38
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Mountain Climbing On B/omidon
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By DORlS V. RENNIE
One of my most interesting experiences in the great
outdoors took place some years ago, when I was in my
late 'teens, at Bay of Islands on the West Coast of New·
foundland. At the time, I was spending my summer
holidays with friends, who lived near the town of Curling,
at the mouth of the Humber River.
We decided to get a small group together and do
some mountain climbing and arranged with an Indian
guide to climb Mount Blomidon which is some distance
out the Bay. There were about seven or eight of us in
the party and we slarted off one warm, sunny morning
ill the month of August in a motor boat, as this was the
only wa~' to reach our destination. We were well equipped
with provisions enough for two or three days and two
canvas tents, as well as blankets, lanterns, etc. We ex-
pected to sleep that night at the foot of the mountain
where we intended to pitch our two tents. The trip out
the Bay was very enjoyable with a calm sea and clear,
blue sky overhead, but the weather was extremely warm.
On arriving at our destination we went ashore and
~elected a good camping site beside a cascading river
which emptied itself into the sea. The men in our
rarty then put up the tents and we girls helped fix up
the beds with spruce boughs and blankets and, after a
good supper, beside the camp fire we bedded down for the
night.
We awoke bright and early the following morning
feeling refreshed a!tf'r a good night's sleep under canvas
and r2ady (or our mountain climb. The camp fire was well
underway and breakfast was in the process of being pre-
pared by our guide and the smell of bacon and eggs was
most appetising. On looking around we could see dense
forest everywhere, consisting for the most part of spruce
and fir trees and the guide informed us that he had dis-
covered the tracks of a bear quite near our camp, so no
doubt we had an unwelcome visitor during the night.
Immediately after we finished our meal we got every'
thing in readiness for our excursion and soon started off
with the guide leading the way, armed with a small axe
and knapsack filled with our lunch and other necessary
C<luipmenl.
The weather was perfect and we knew we were going
to have a very warm day for our climb. The going was
rough and our guide had to chop his way tbrough the
heavy underbrush most of the time, which slowed us up
considerably. Large rocks and loose stones lay in our
path also and the heat was intense. To make matters woNe
black flies devoured us and we covered our faces and
hands with a black, foul-smelling liquid, hoping to keep
them off, but to no avail.
As the morning wore on we reached a rocky ledge
about half·way up the mountain and were glad of the
chanc£' to rest and, at the same time, enjoy the view which
lay far helow. We an gasped with amazement at the
panorama which met our eyes. As far as we could see
lay numerous little islands surrounded by the sea which
sparkled like a hugh blue sapphire. It was breath-laking
and a scene ne\'er to be forgotten and unsurpassed in
beauty.
After a short rest we started off again and by now the
sun had reached its highest point in the heavens and we
were all feeling the strain of the steady climb. Our
mountain top loomed nearer and in the far distance we
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~ould see higher peaks covered with snow, glistening in
th~ !\unlight. At times we had to climb over enormous
hou'ders and .....e wer~ beginning to get footsore and weary
as the intense heat and black flies .....ere taking their toll.
The last stretch .....as by far the worst and our guide had to
pu'l us girls over the ledge which jutted out O\'n the
mountain top. Ho.....e\·er. we all reached the summit safe-
h and were none the .....orse for our strenuous exercise.
Before us lay an enormous plateau con:!red mostly with
trees and underbrush. We soon discovered a good spot
to have a meal and dropped to the ground with relief.
There was a still .....ind blowing across the plateau which
was a blessing in disguise and we were told that it was
notcd for being windy and that was why the mountain got
the name of 810midon. We were also informed that we
werc the first women ever to have climbed this mountain
so felt quite proud of our feal.
On completing our lunch, we again surveyed the
:;cenery which. from our great height, about 1200 feet,
strf'tehed even further afield, and it was a joy to behold,
like 'iOme enormous painting in a perfect setting.
We then began our return journey across the plateau
and we noticed the tracks of deer and various other
animals as we proceeded on our .....ay.
Our guide then led us to a place on the mountain side
which was covert.>d with 100S{! stones and gravel and we
J:K>gan our descent. We more or less slid down and al·
though it was a Quick way to come down we found it \'ery
hard on our ~hoes and, when I reached the bottom I found
the soles of m)' shoes completely worn away.
The re... t of our journey WdS fairly easy but for the
fact that \\e had to wade througt the ri\'er several tim~
n order to bypass the heavy uuderbrush, but we soon
reached our camp and it .....as a mo.st welcome sight to onc
and all.
We then broke camn and loaded our equipment on tn'"
boat and by this time it was getting dark once more. Wt.
soon got underway and our boat made good speed dow!>
th~ Ba) and we all agreed that thc trip was a wonderfUl
experience and well worth the exertion and effort we put
into it.
We were a tired but happy group and all felt we were
indeed lucky to have had the privilege of enjoying such
magnHiccnt scenery as seen from the top of Mount
Blomidon.
FIRE INSURANCE
Effect it with the old, reliable and Prompt-paying
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Whispering Winds
By L. W. j.
As in the woods I've walked alone
I've heard the solemn organ tone
Swell out 'mid pine and spruce and birch
Sweet as low music in a church,
And I have heard. like Pipes of Pan,
The gentle zephyrs as they ran;
And echoes of the deep-voiced wind
Whose overtones would lag behind.
I've heard the moaning and the sigh
Of wintry winds as they swept by,
And, as I've stood with bated breath.
I've shivered as if passing death
Were on the wind. and all earth's pain
Were gathered in that dread refrain;
Or. like a harp with muted strings.
I've heard the wind pass by on wings
So softly sweet, now high. now low-
Aeolian strains that come and go--
So gently soothing was the key
They filled me with an ecstasy.
In merry mood or soothing air
The music of the wind was there.
I've listened to its every tone
As in the woods I've walked alone.
INSVRA.:....CE CO:UpA....y, LTD.
Barristers, Sollcltol"S &: Notary Public
AGENTS
McGRATH & FURLONG
Losses by Gas, Lightning and Forest Fires not
excepted. Ask fOr rales before insuring elewhere.
All information gladly given
To The Mother 01 A Young Son
Fairer gift was never given
Than when God sent to you from Heaven
A little boy.
Rock him and cuddle him
Cherish and sing to him
Lullabys.
Take time to make memories
To store in your heart
Work will be waiting you
When too soon
Your Babe will depart
And suddenly become
A Man.263 Duckworth St.'Phone 5061
THE YORKSHIRE
-Gladys Squires Prlltt.
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Newfoundland Roundup
By WANDERER
TH~~~~~~~m;t~:i~e:l~v~e:;.e:h;r~~:nco::~~
in colourful costume gathered in the cattle from the
ranges for shipment to market, but Newfoundland
has developed in recent years a new kind of roundup.
and not of cattle. but of great mammals of the ocean
depths
August is the month when Newfoundland fisher·
men OP'=n the drive on the Pothead whales. a little
known industry that has been developed in recent
years.
Captain Iver 1verson. a Norwegian whaling
skipper, has done a great deal to introduce new
methods of catching the whales by introducing
diesel-driven catcher boats. The best places for this
kind of whaling are at Chapel Arm and New Harbour
in Trinity Bay and Southern Bay in Bonavista Bay.
Herding of the whales is a slow and painstaking
process. The catcher boats and smaller motor boats.
and even row boats boats are used to drive the whales
in towards shore, usually a sloping beach. where
they are more or less blinded by the mud they stir
up in the floundering and splashing that takes place.
and they are then easy prey for the lances of the
hunters. The boats form a huge semi-circle and
trounce back and forth outside the whales driving
them close~ and closer to shore until finally they are
a f10undenng mass, helpless for the slaughter that
then takes place. There is little danger in the job
as they are so docile.
and T~ese w~ales range to 20 feet or more in length
. h 0 ten weigh as much a~ three tons They run:~~ ~~ ~~ ~o 100. b~t the Id~al herd is' about fifty.
wh(~ "g t of thiS splashmg. floundering mass
Th dnven ashore. is one long to be remembered
bloodwat~7 of the httle coves take on the colour of
hauled:nl:h the slaughter goes on. They are then
tak~ 1 e beach by man power and the flenching
and tt:' afee Flenchmg is the removal of the skin
inches ~.a~. underneath. which may be up to three
the whal~Cits From the lump on Its head. that gives
• fin 0"1 name. and f.rom other parts of the head
I IS procured WhIch IS used for watches and
other delicate precision machinery. The cruder oil
from the fat under the skin is extracted by a steaming
process. The flesh is sold as food to fox and mink
farms.
The beach at Chapel Arm is strewn thickly
with caresses, (we counted over eighty lying there
recently). and an accumulation of the bones of past
Carcases of
potheads.
More than
eighty are
shown in
this photo.
seasons' catches lie whitely along the beach. and in
places whole vertebrae lie there mute evidence of
the powerful animals. It is planned this year to tow
the carc3ses away which would otherwise be left
to rot on the beaches.
The products from these whales are processed
a.t the laree plant of Arctic Fishery Products.
SItuated at Dildo. Trinity Bay. which is the only
~ompany at present engaged in the whaling industry
In eastern Canada.
Before the Pothead season opens the whales
are taken by harpooning. but that phase ends when
the Potheads strike in to feed on the dense schools
of squid that annually appear around the eastern
shores of Newfoundland in August.
Last year almost 4000 whales were taken in the
Arms of Trinity and Bonavista Bays. and it is said
that this destruction makes but little inroads into
the vast stocks which abound around the Newfound-
land coasts.
Bones strew
the beach
mute testi·
mony to the
slaughter
that takes
place
annually
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THE FLEET'S IN
11
Address given by Dr. G. A. Frecker over the National Network of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
On July 25th. 1953.
YES, periodically each year, each Spring, eachSummer we of St. John's. Newfoundland, the
oldest port in North America, welcome one of the
oldest fleets in the world. a fleet whose visits to our
coasts may well ante-date Columbus' famous voyage
of 1492-the fishing fleet of Portugal.
What a sight to look down the harbour of a
Summer morning and see at anchor a score or more
of trim three and four masted white fishing schooners
and trawlers peacefully at anchor after a turbulent
crossing of the Atlantic from Portugal, the land of
Henry the Navigator. or after months of arduous
labours on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, in
port for haven from an on-coming storm or for
refueling.
I was born at the doorstep of the sea and ships
are in my blood. Perhaps that is why the sight of
sails awaken a nostalgia within me and creates a
sense of romance and adventure.
The Portuguese fishing fleet has a special interest
for me because it is more than an agglomeration of
individual ships: it is a floating community, a society
of people who share in common the development of
one of Portugal's great industries-the cod fisheries.
There is that something about the Portuguese fishing
fleet which seems to tell you that it is alive with a
sense of responsibility and that it recognizes the
worthwhileness of the work which has been entrusted
to it.
It might be mentioned in passing that each
year during the visit of the fleet, the St. John's Film
Council with the cooperation of the National Film
Board, the Portuguese Consul and the Department
of Education arranges for the Portuguese sailors a
showing of films dealing with various aspects of life
in Canada. These have a special sound track in
Portuguese.
Portugal under the quiet but very effective leader-
ship of the great Salazar, its premier, is undergoing
one of the least publicised but nevertheless one of the
greatest social and economic transformations of
modern times. From being a country where anarchy
and bankruptcy were taken by the outside world to
be chronic conditions, it has phoenix-like arisen from
its ashes of decadence and made an inspiring social
and economic recovery. Its currency. for example, is
second only to that of Switzerland in the money marts
of Europe. Portugal is also recognized to-day as
one of the greatest colonial administrators in the
world. One never hears of bloody or even bloodless
revolutions in Portugal's far flung colonial empire.
You may be more impressed by this happy situation
when you link it to the fact that Portugal's overseas
empire is the third largest in the world. Portugal has
also given her language and culture to Brazil. that
vast and progressive South American republic which
is greater in area than the United States and has a
population of about 50,000,000.
The: Portuguese vessels are symbols of a Portugal
ilwakened from her slumbers and conscious once
again of a great destiny. There is an orderliness and
a cleanliness about the Portuguese fishing fleet which
~tanc!::; out in contrast to the fleets of some other
countrks and which cannot but make an impression
lon all who have eyes to see.
Although over 2,000 Portuguese fishermen may
: in the port of St. John's at the same time these
. rave, hardworking seamen go about their business
10 such an unassuming, quiet manner that their
i;~~~n~;o~ our midst does not interrupt the even
I r ways. As a matter of fact they are very
'::t come for they not only bring business but also
(;,)Iour and a cosmopolitan flavour to our city.
But, I am wandering from my subject-the fleet.
I mentioned to you that Portugal's men of the sea
had been visiting the shores of Newfoundland for cen~
turies. The first recorded voyage by the Portuguese
dates back to 1500 when the intrepid navigator, Gas-
par Cortereal came to the coasts of Newfoundland
with a charter from the King of Portugal. For many
years after his death his relatives held the hereditary
title of Governor of Terra Nova. The Reverend
George Patterson, in his paper-A Lost Chapter in
American History-informs us that "immediately
after Gaspar Cortereal's first voyage in 1500 or 1501
fishing companies were formed in Viana. Aveiro and
Terceira, Portugal, for the purpose of founding estab-
lishments in Terra Nova ... In 1950 Aveiro alone had
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150 fishing vessels sailing to Newfoundland with
equal numbers sailing from Oporto and other ports."
It is interesting to note that in 1527 "john Rut.
an English Captain, wrote to Henry VI I I from the
harbour of St. john's, Newfoundland, a letter. which
is still extant. in which he says that he found eleven
sail of Normans, one Breton and two Portuguese
barques.
On the 5th of August, 1583, the year Sir
Humphrey Gilbert came to St. John's to claim New-
foundland for Queen Elizabeth I, there were lying
in the harbour of St. john's thirty-six vessels belong-
ing to various nations. Portuguese. Spanish, French
and English. all employed in fishing."
To this day our place names bear witness to early
Portuguese fishing activities in Newfoundland. It
was from Portugal Cove, a few miles from St. john's,
that her gracious Majesty ,then Princess Elizabeth
and the Duke of Edinburgh. left Canada for England
after their Royal visit in the Fall of 1951. The bays
on the North East coast owe their beautiful names to
the French and Portuguese-Notre Dame Bay. Bon-
avista Bay, Trinity Bay and Conception Bay.
It is doubtful if any nation has done more dur-
ing the past quarter of a century to ameliorate the
lot of the fishermen than has Portugal. In practically
every country of the western world it has become
more difficult to man the fishing fleets in spite of
many successful mechanical developments to take the
drudgery out of the work of fishing. Portugal has
not mechanized her fishing fleet to any great extent.
She has rather tackled the problem from a sociological
and welfare point of view. In july 1952 I had the
privilege of visiting Portugal and of studying at first
hand what is being done for the fisher-folk of the
country. It is not accidental that Portugal's pro-
gramme stems from a well-thought-out philosophy
because the architect of modern Portugal, Antonio
Oliveira Salazar, is not only a former brilliant pro-
fessor of political science at the famous University of
Coimbra but is also a devout Christian who is ever
conscious of his peasant origin and consequently
deeply concerned with improving the lot of his people.
In Portugal I observed a plan in action which
rt'<"ognizes the family as the basic unit of society. The
SCALES
for eH!f) ~eighing need.
COUXTER - PLATFORIU - MOTOR
"~actor}' and Showrooms'
26 PI.YIUOUTH ROAD ST. JOliN'S
Portuguese authorities are convinced that the best
foundation on which to erect sound social and
economic institutions is the family. Religion and
patriotism are recognized quite apart fmm their in-
trinsic merits and importance. as great reservoirs of
r.atural energy which must be protected in the nation-
al interest.
In Portugal there is complete separation of Church
and State. There is freedom of worship just as in
Canada and the United States. But even in state
institutions of learning. such as the schools for fisher-
men which I visited, a school chapel had been pro-
vided and religion was an integral part of the daily
life of the school. This same solicitude for the needs
of the fishermen will be found on the Grand Banks
of Newfoundland where the fishing fleet of Portugal
is attended by a special hospital ship. the Gil Eanes
equipped with modern conveniences to look after the
welfare of the seamen away from home. Among the
ship's personnel is a chaplain who ministers to the
spiritual needs of his sailor flock. The present chap-
lain is a cultured scholar, a graduate of Louvain Uni-
versity.
In order that family life may prosper Portugal
has developed welfare schemes reaching into every
aspect of the fishermen's lives. Housing projects
have resulted in neat little fishing communities.
Houses are made available to fishermen at very low
rentals and after twenty years payments cease pro-
vided the family remains in the fisheries. If the hus-
band dies his widow continues in possession as long
as she does not remarry. without having to make
further payments. If both mother and father die. the
children retain possession as long as they work in the
fisheries. Similar schemes have been developed for
the workers in other occupations.
Within the fishing industry there are various
kinds of welfare schemes planned to give the fisher-
men and their families a sen~ of security and well
being. There are maternity hospitals, creches. nursery
schools, summer camps, medical services and recrea-
tional centres-all organized so that the men of the
fishing fleet and their families may enjoy competently
organized and operated social ~rvices at extremely
low cost.
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In th~ important ports of Portugal such as those
of Lisbon and Oporto. fishermen back from the Grand
Banks may go to well_organized restaurants Bnd
lodging homes where. in clean and decent. respe<:table
surroundings they can enjoy their leave house at
minimum expense to themselves and their families.
PortUgal's contact with Newfoundland is not
limited to the visits of the fishing Oeet. She has main·
tained here for somt' years a Consulate. The present
Consul, Senor John Morais is a well-known and
popular figure in the community. He takes an active
part in the life of the city and is a member of the
Rotary. Golf. Fishing and Curling Clubs.
Newfoundland has played a part. though per-
haps 9 minor one, in the wine industry of Portugal.
It WBS accidentally discovered many years ago that
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the flavour of port wine was improved by coming
across the ocean. Probably the constant motion of
the vesse~ was responsible. In any event, as a result
of the discovery a two.-way traffic soon grew up
whereby Portuzuese fishlOg vessels brought as ballast
across the Atlantic barrels of port wine. These were
store~ In Newfoundland and later taken on the re-
tum Journey across the Atlantic in English ships also
liS ballast. To thiS day a special brand of port wine
IS matured 10 Newfoundland.
I As a gesture of friendship towards Newfound-
dand, Portugal sent last October Professor Providencia
S:la~:'~: from the ancient University of. Coir:nbra,
Newf own alma "?later, to the young UOIverslty of
stall oundland. ThIS was on the occasion of the in-
and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,;:~et~~ ~~~:~~tp;~~~~~~~or
tht ~o8~ur happy ~ela~jons with Portugal continue as
wh;n "thee~en ,mal~talned through the centuries and
our POrtUgu::: ~r:~nd;e are always glad to welcome
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Upon King's Beach
B~ L. E. F. ENGLISH. D.B.E.
Imlnortalized in bronze they slumber
In gra'·es be)·ond the mourning sea.
Still comes the primal question number:
Is this an immortality"
What worth to death this torch in air
And these mute figures' ~ightless stare?
Who holds the key to that grim portal
Where all must enter soon or late?
Has life vouchsafed to any mortal
One glimpse of an eternal state?
sages ha,·e wondered whence and why,
And all ha"e betn afraid to die.
Is future life but wishful thinking
And faith unfounded trust in naught,
While from the menace man is shrinking
In childish fear with darkness fraught?
What an_~wers come in silent breath,
Is dying nothing more than death?
Creeds with their codes came and departed
But relath'e to time and place,
And still the pundits cling haH hearted
To old beliefs in failing pace,
Is life thus purposeless, in fine
A horror thrust from power malign?
Is it a dream wherein we wander
As ~hips tossed on a boundless sea?
Ah! What avails to pause and ponder
The plan of an infinity?
To wake in death scarce maketh sense,
Much less reward or recompense.
Is it a dance to astral chiming,
Weaving strange patterns as we pass
Round maypole suns with precise timing
Astride earth globes or molten glass?
The Master is a merry soul,
!lis baton swings and keeps COlltrol.
Whaten~r is, is right according,
Since it could not be otherwise.
There is no damning nor rewarding,
"On with the dance" the Piper cries.
All actions, hopes, and fears that be
Arc pulse beats of eternity.
Through endless aeons Cosmos pelldinf:
Evoked the mystic roll of spheres.
Mutation, b:rth, and death unending
But punctuate the passing years
Of one engrossed stupendous page
t:nfolding grandly age on age.
And yet. and yet, must human rcason
SC('k truth of origin and source,
And question in and out of season
The purpose of such Realm of Force.
Why rises that mirage of doom
In emptiness beyond the lomb?
Why for these quickened earthly' paces
Mid roses camou£laging thorns,
Relentlessly a Hand erases
All beauty that our way' adorns?
Guerdon of ,'irtue or of crime:
The toothless mockery of Time!
Is there no primal Truth as measure
Of what is right or what is wrong,
No Goodness Absolute to treasure
Such worthy dC('ds as there belong?
Has man alone within his trust
A something more than common dust?
What if the answer be negation
Of human right or Power Divine,
or moral sense or obligation
Twixt true and false, twixt mine and thine?
The J\light is Right, the only Law
or brutish jungle, fang and claw,
What is the Truth? Thus Pilate queried
or Olle who knew the secret best,
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LIGHT YOUR WAY TO BETI'ER LIVING
Then waited not response but hurried
The seal of death at mob behest.
Those final words the darkness rend:
"'1'0 Thee my spirit I commend".
The Truth solidified in essence
And fashioned by the Hand of God,
The perfect One whose human presence
Lcads men to walk the paths He trod,
The standard for their moral eyes
To gauge eternal verities.
Symbolic torch, your light is beaming
On Freedom's fane where bronzes are,
And where the aimless one is dreaming
Of war's red tide, a waif of war.
Who knows what pit of anguish lies
On lengthened road of sacrifice!
Peace to the Dead. Their gifts are tendered
The naked blade, the lamp aflame.
Their steward's reckoning had rendered
A final charge in Freedom's name:
Where Evil rears her brood abhorred,
Lift high the Torch, flesh deep the Sword.
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The Lease
LENORA A. PRATI, Grand Falls
By ch!\nce we came uyon a ruined hut
Hewn by an unknown woodsman in a far,
Forgotten. leaf-top autumn. Not a trace
Remained of fire, ember, ash; a bar
Of vernal sunlight fell across the floor
And turned to golden filigree the ferns
That pressed their curling fronds within the door.
Nearby a cup's white shards was emptiness
Declared. and not by runnels of the rain
Proclaimed desertion. Through the broken pane
The quick wild eyes had sought a tenancy,
And pointed ears had listened by the sill,
Ere the winds harried and the door strained free.
For when the frost bit deep and all the wood
Was burdened with foreboding, and the snow
Came feathering between the darkened boughs,
The lonely hut beside the pond could show
No glimmer through the pane, no spark, no light
To beam athwart the falling flakes, and pierce
The spheres of silence and of soundless night.
This is the signet fixed upon the lease,
Without which all man's brief abodes return
To wilderness. The Saxon village sinks
Under the beeches and the staghorn fern;
The rose·pink palace fills with swirling sand.
When the pale wick, the rushlight or the lamp
Is no more kindled by a human hand.
It Pays To Remember .
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Having just returned from a five weeks' course in Advanced Business
Administration at the University of King's College, Halifax, I am templed
to devote much of this space to this subject.
The course did not deal directly with sobsmanship, nor was There
any part of it designed to encourage people to buy more travel. It was,
however, a course in analytical thinking and free discussion on many
phases of business administration.
The subiect studied were-"Human Relations·', "labour and Personnp.1
Administration", "Marketing", "Cost and Finance Administration".
Very broadly speaking the emphasis throughout the entire course
was directed towards the treotment of the individual in corporations and
large businesses, and the responsibility of business to society.
In our business, handling many passengers as we do, there may in
time of stress be a tendency to regard people as tickets.
The tremendous emphasis placed on the "importance of the indio
vidual" which was stressed throughout the course, has shown we more
clearly than ever, the absolute necessity of regarding the business of
every passenger entering our office, to be the most important matter in
the world, to us at that time.
Speoking for myself, I would say that Ih~ experience of living
together with some thirty business managers, benefitting by the exchange
of many points of view in syndicate and class discussion, was an experience
which alone was well worthwhile.
All discussions were based on what is now known as the "Case
Method". Cases for study were taken from actual situations in industrial
corporations and businesses. These cases were first studied and the~
discussed in class with the guidance of Professors from The Harvar
Business College and University of Western Ontario Business College.
Therefore. bearing in mind that our employees are important beings
and all customers at our counter, or at fhe other end of the telephone.
need our help, we aim to continue to improve our service and to supply a
growing need in our community to all who travel within the Province or
for afield.
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The First Settlers On The French Shore
An Address Delivered by Rev, Canon J, T. Richards, O.B.E., To The Newfoundland Historical Society)
(Reprinted from the Daily News)
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a few days they came 10 the salt water in what proved
to be St. Barbe's Bay, and saw the spars of a schooner
over the low land to the north west. On travelling out
around the shore, they came to an ideal little harbour
about one hundred yards deep and twenty yards wide, shel-
tered from the wind and sea by a long low point extending
a half mile to the westward.
Here, snugly moored, was an American fishing vessel,
the crew of which were making their fish. In the fall
Bartlett's companion sailed away in this ship, but BarUell,
himself, having obtllined provisions from the American
vessel, decided 10 stay all alone. By his companion he
sent a letter to a nephew of his in England, in which
he described the coast as abounding with cod, salmon, seals,
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while it was held up by the Atlantic Ocean. At last the
faith and perseverance of Columbus and the Cabots estab-
lished the fact that a great new world awaited the west-
ward trending pioneers. Although there are indications
that Newfoundland was visited by daring adventurers-
Basques and Jerseymen-as early as 1450, its real and un-
doubted discovery is attributed to John Cabot in 1497, West
Country merchantmen found in its waters, alive with
fish, a source of great profit, and naturally wished to re-
serve the Newfound Isle as a fishing post only, For the
next two hundred years, therefore, the English settlers of
the south and east coast found it difficult to esablish and
retain their foothold. The French, too, were strong com-
petitors for ownership, and we must give them credit for
their daring and tireless efforts to gain fishery rights in
Newfoundland waters. Those rights became r<!Cognized
to such an extent, that the coast line from Cape Bonavista
to Point Rich, was known as the French Shore. Afterwards
the limits were changed and the French Shore included
all the coasl from Cape John to Cape RaY,-nearly half of
Newfoundland-which now became a bone of contention
between would·be English settlers and the French in
order to administer justice between the French fishermen
and English settlers, who also wanted to fish and live, Eng-
land sent a warship each year, and so did France. There
was a tendency, however, to favour the French fishermen
to the detriment of the struggling English settlers, and we
can safely say that, except for the Red Indians and the few
Esquimaux who crossed the Strait of Belle Isle, not a single
settler was to be found on that long dreary coast from Cape
John to Cape Ray for about two hundred and forty years
after Cabot's discovery. This paper attempts to give the
hls~ory of the settlement of that part of the French Shore
which was the scene of my own labours for over forty years,
THE FIRST SETTLERS
The history of a country is the history of its people.
So we ask, who were the first English settlers on the
French Shore? I am convinced that one named Robert
Bartlett was the very first, and that Anchor Point in SI.
Barbe's Bay, was the first place permanently settled.
Thomas Genge, born at Anchor Point in 1827 died in 1914
gave me the story, As Bartlett was his father:s great.uncle'
If w~ allow only twenty·five years for each of the three gen:
erahons, we can be safe in assuming that he settled at
Anchor Point, St. Barbe's Bay, not later than 1750 As a
~:~~e;'so~t~~t he placed the date at 1140. Here is Thomas
nort:os;~:to~artlett, on board a fishing schooner on the
to get d White Bay, went ashore with a companion
were c::redTbhey rambled a distance from the shore and
led the n t y a company of Red Indians, who compel·
a ring ~ro~n~:ry their .Ioad~ all day. At night they formed
in the ring, and ~:~~~f:re WIth Bartlett and his co~panion
who were not t' d 0 a deep sleep, The two prisoners,
travelled as fa~~ ~r;Pt out of the r,ing and escaped. They
hearing the Indians i hey eo.uld until the sun arose, and,
Wood all day When :fg~tS~~':n~h~~c~i~~~tt~~~~~~.u~~::;
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geese and all kinds of game, while wild fruit in profusion
grew around Ihe shore. Next year the nephew, Robert
Genge, arrived, and there they were, a pair of Englishmen,
first settlers on that historic portion of Newfoundland
known as the t~rench Shore. How long they lived there
alone is unknown, but it must have been several years.
One spring day the younger man ran in with the cry
. Uncle Bob, there arc sheep bleating down on the icc:"
The older man jumped up with the cry "Seals, Bob, seals!"
The) wenl and took all they wanted. Bartlett, and his
nephew, hunted along the shore as far west as SI. John's
Bay, where Bartlett's Harbour is named after him, and
also a large lake named Bartlett's Pond. He also hunted
on Doctor's Hills, where his splendid hunting dog saved
his life, Once, in a fierce blizzard, when he was walking
O\'cr a cliH, his dog got in front of him and jumped upon
him, turning him back On another occasion the dog pulled
him out of th(' water b) the collar, and sa\'ed him from
drowning. The dog was kept at Anchor Point until he be-
came blind and died.
ABRAM GENGE
Bart1('~t sent to Yeovil in Somerset for another nephew,
Abram Genge. He was )'oung and enterprising and soon
saw possibilities ot the coast. Graduall)' English young-
sters coming out to Labrador were attracted to the long low
strand across the Strait, and employed b)' Abram Genge,
who was now the leader of the little band. He allotted
to each the section of the coast he wished him to hunt.
Thus Abram Genge grew very rich as American vessels
would take away tuTS and fish products paying him a good
price.
Robert Bartlett, an old man with plenty of means,
returned to England where he died. Robert Genge was a
great furrier, and stayed on as head man on Anchor
Point room, until he died of old age. Bartlett never mar-
ried, nor did his nephews. In fact there was no woman
on the coast for anyone to marry. At this point there ap-
peared on the scene one family, by na,ne, Watts, having
lwo SOliS and two daughters. The father seems to have
been employed by Abram Genge in a section of the coast
near Boat Harbour, tour miles west of Cape Norman, and
gave his name to a river in the vicinity now called Watt's
River. About lhis lime William Buckle with his son
William came to Anchor Point, and Abram Genge sent
them to SI. Margaret's Bay. The following winter the
father died, and the son William went back to Labrador
where Shde and Co. asked him if he would go on Belle Isle
to see if there were any furs there. They had reason to be-
lieve that faxes, espeeially the White Arctic fox, were
plentiful on the island. Buckle consented to go, and found
that faxes and also caribou abounded there. It was quite
natural that through the years, these animals adrift on the
Arcti~ flow, should find sanCluary on the lonely isle. After
some years living a Robinson Crusoe Life on Belle Isle,
Buckle wenl to Lanse au Clair, and lived with Peter 51.
Clair.. a Frenchman, the first settler in that place. Then
he wpnt to Fortcau and was the first permanent settler
here. Forleau River had been fished in the summer time
by a man named Hawkins, and the point on the west side
of the rivcr was called Hawkins' Point. Before him a
Frenchman !lad fished the river. In those days it was
the ri\·er t!'.at had the \·alue, not so much the land on its
bank, and the rivers were bought and sold as any other
propert)'. When the Newfoundland Government began
to enforee the law for the presen'ation of salmon, great
hardships were experienced b)' men who considered them-
~eh·es as exeeutive owners of rivers. In the ~ase of the
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marril'rl her. They were the anc('stors of all tht! Buckle~
l:ll the roast of Labrador.
Bucklc fished Forteau River in summcr, and whcn his
hon grew up wenl to Buckle's Point, calico after his
f:lther. in St. Margaret's Bay for the winter. Here, a few
miles in from the slender ["crolie Point on tht: North West
Coast of Newfoundland, was a great abundance of most
(-xrdlent timber, and the family used this to build boats,
,:,nd impro\'C' their room across the Straits in Forteau.
ALEXANDER DUNCAN
AJx.ul th(-' time that Buckle married one of the Walls
sisters, a Scotchman lieutenant on board the British war·
"hip patrolling the coast happened to land at Anchor Point,
and saw the other sister. It was a case of love at first sight,
and do what he w:lUld to smother thc senUment, he wzs
haunted by the beaut)· and charm of this lonely maiden uf
the long lonl' strand. Embrncing every o:Jportunity of
sceinf;( her, he became so enamoured that he resolved uoon
the dangerous step of deserting his shin and settling on ·the
coast. For man}' years, Duncan was a hunted man, and
when the Lime came around for the warship to come back,
hl' had to exercise the utmost vigilance to escape. At ope
lmle, as master of a I·essel of Genge's, he was in SI. John·s
and in somc way a rumour re:lched the captain of the war
shIp which happened to be in the harbour, that Duncan
had been seen in the eity. A careful search was made, and
he barely escaped by hiding under one of the city
whar','es
The marriage of Alexander Duncan and Mary Watts
about 1795 or 1800 resulted in the birth of three sons and
r.o less than fourteen childrcn, who grew into beautiful
g:rls_ T.his seems to have been ordered by prov·dence, for
b.y now, more and more English and Scottish youngster3
Wl're trickling mto thl! coast, and these girls half Scotch
and half English, became their wives. '
WILLIAM GENGE
lan/~~;I~ ~~~~~~r~o;o:na~; :~l~;a:n~:~g:e;;~~~~I:;
~~ttled at Anehor Point. Asisler's son, Absalom Robbin;;
.. ~ came OUl, He was a great favourite with the settlers'
~n twas caUcd Habby. He never married. William Geng~
toeBU:k~:,~~l~r of William BU~kle, whose family came
""ere mar~ie Olllt m SI. Margaret s Bay every wmter. They
in the Strai~ :rn~:I~~a~~e.th\~I~;~e~ti~~~;f;~:I~h~n~~;g~;:
Telephone 3131
first episcopal voyag::! to Labrador in 1848, he visited
Anehor Point, and was loud in his praise of l\Irs. Genge,
who had been there for thirty years without seeing a
dergyman. She had brought up a large family of modest,
well behaved children, and almost wept for joy when the
bishop with two other clergymen landed and came 10 her
house. One of the clergymen was Dr. Harvey, who lifter·
wards worked in the parish of Port de Grave for thirty
seven years, and was m}' own childhood parson.
She was the mother of Thomas Genge, who g:ave l1Ie
the history of the first settlers on the French Shore. On
this visit Bishop l-~eild consecrated at Anchor Point the
first cemetery to be used in northern Newfoundland.
BIG WILLIAM
The first settler in SI. John's Bay was a giant of a
Highland Scotchman named William Grif(is. He was
always called Big William. In the employ of the North
West Company, he fell out with another big Scotchman.
A challenge was given and nothing could induce those two
men of kindred blood, away from home in the wilds of
Labrador, to shake hands and forget their quarrel. In the
(Continued on page 44)
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THE fOLKLORE Of PLANTS
By WANDERER
PLANT folklore while of fascinating interest isgradually disappearing and many of the super-
stitions and beliefs about them have no doubt been
lost. In "days gone by" the potency of c~rtain pl~nts
to work marvels and the magic propertIes ascflbed
to potions made from them were used to fool the
credulous and superstitious. There was usually a
certain formula which had to be followed in gather-
ing the plants, for instance, they had ~o be gathered
at certain phases of the moon and 1[1 the dark.
Shakespeare makes one of his witches speak of "root
of hemlock digged in the dark:' Rue. which entere,d
largely into magic rites was also used as. a.n an~l­
dote against witches and it is said that mlsslonanes
used brushes made of rue to sprinkle holy water. and
hence it be<:ame known as the "herb of grace."
In their nefarious schemes it often became neces-
sary for witches to make themselvf's invisible and
certain plants were sought for this purpose, fern-seed
being one, and in Sweden hazel nuts were s~p~ed
to have the power to make their possessors inVISible
at will, and the ancients believed that heliotrope had
a similar virtue. Dante in his "Inferno" refers to
this in the following lines:
"Amid this dread exuberance of woe
Ran naked spirits winged with horrid fear.
Nor hope had they of crevice where to hide,
Or heliotrope to charm them out of view."
In the Tyrol mistletoe was also believed to have
the same property. On the other hand. according to
an old tradition "any baptized person whose eyes
were anointed with the green Juice of the inner bark
of St. John's wort could s~ witches in any part of
the world. and this plant was obnoxious to witches
for this reason.
Holly and mountain ash or rowan were also
potent against witches' charms. and there is an old
Yorkshire proverb which runs:
"If your whipstick's made of row'n,
You may ride your nag through any town."
and to make sure the butter would churn the dairy-
maid would stir the cream with a twig of mountain
ash and beat the cow with another to break any
witches spell. As for holly it was said to be anta-
gonistic to witches because "its thorny foliage and
blood red berries are suggestive of the most Christian
associations. "
But it is not only in witchcraft that plants were
believed to possess certain powers: they were eagerly
used as love-charms and were believed to be able to
test the fidelity of lovers as well as to permit a vision
of the lover. It appeared to be almost invariably
necessary that some mystic formula be repeated when
the flower was being secretly gathered. There is the
old charm known as "a clover of two" which runs:
"A clover, a clover of two.
Put it in your right shoe:
The first young man you meet,
In field, street. or lane.
You'll get him or one of his name."
The old custom. still practised by young people
at parties of throwing the whole peel of an apple
over the head: if it remains unbroken it foretells
marriage and if broken it betokens "single blessed-
ness'" for the thrower, and it was also believed in
ialling the peel would form the initial of the lover.
Longfellow in his "Evangeline" refers to the husking
of maize which was accompanied by certain cere-
monies by the American colonists in the early days.
thus:
"In the golden weather the maize was husked. and
the maidens
Blushed at each blood-red ear, for that betokened a
lover.
But at the crooked laughed, and called it a thief in
the cornfield:
Even the blood-red ear to Evangeline brought not
her lover."
Then. of course there is the familiar plucking of
the petals of the daisy, repeating. "he loves me, he
loves me not." alternately. the last petal telling of
the fidelity or otherwise of the lover. Most of us.
too will remf'mber the legend about finding nine peas
in a pod and laying it on the lintel of the door, the
first man entering thereat was supposed to be the
future sweetheart.
Rosemary. too, was long connected with love,
and the familiar quotation "there's rosemary. that's
for remembrance" will easily be recalled. An old
Spanish proverb in this conneetion runs:
"Who passeth by the rosemarie
And careth not to take a spraye,
For woman's love no care has he.
Nor shall he though he live for aye."
Burns describes in one of his poems a custom ob-
served often with trepidation by maidens. which
consisted of eating an apple in front of a mirror when
the face of the desired one would be seen.
In early times flowers were used as love-philtres.
thus Oberon in "A Midsummer Night's Dream" teJls
Puck to place a pansy on the eyes of Titana so t.hat
on awakening she may fall in love with the first object
she encounters, From time immemorial charms have
been used on Saint Valentine's Day and one consisted
of sprinkling the bay leaves with rose water and plac-
ing them across the pillow. repeating:
"Good Valentine be good to me,
In dream let me my true love see."
There are many interesting bits of folklore deal-
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ing with plants and the weather some of which are
still spoken of in many parts of the world, but those
given above are sufficient to show that there is a
wealth of fascinating traditions connected with the
folklore of plants.
An Emigrant's Lament
Btl T. J. BOLT
On the deck of the "Portia" I silently stand
To take one fond look at my beautiful land:
II mar- be the la<;t time that ever I'll see
The hills and the d:lles of my own country.
Farewell, St. John's town, your lakes and )'our streams,
!=>ometimes the)"11 appear 10 me in m)' dreams;
For now I am bound to a far distant shore,
Your hills and rour \'alh!)'"" I'll :;ee them no more.
Oh, Dear Terra NO\'a~ the thoufht is a sad one
To say that our )'outh ha'-e to forsake their own shore,
To to'l for a living from home among strangers
Far awar from their land perhaps seen ne"er morel
But now I am living in a land far awa)'-
Our country joined hands-for beVer, I pray-
May God bless our land for Ihose m.il will star',
The green maple leaf now n)·s at our mast
The pink, while and green has faded and passed,
Thank God, the old Union Jack still flies to the last.
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ERRATA
In report or Dr. Saunders re Coronation of
Elizabeth in 1559 which appeared in our June issue
the following typographical errors may have been
noticed: .- 1599 should read 1559; Cornation
should read Coronation; Gensis should read
Genesi.!>; Westmorland should read Westmoreland;
proceeded should read preceded: Elizabeth age
should read Elizabethan age.
SHAW STREET ST. JOHN'S
A unique picture of a house
haul at Twillingate when if
was hauled to its new site
over the ice by volunteer
workers. Note number oi
men on ropes.-Photo by Dr
A. W. Taylor.
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The Season's Open-And Here They Are!
A hunter's dream come true.
What sport can earth, or sky, or sea
To match the princely chase afford
The startled herd seeks sanctuary upon the further
shore-At Grand Pond.
White were her feet,
Her forehead showed
A spot of silvery white
That seemed to glim·
Like a star
In autumn's hazy light
-Bryant
Trophies of the hunt_skinning out caribou heads
Do
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ST. JOHN'S VOCATIONAL INSTITUTE
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Vocational Training Insti-
tUle, in 51. John's, will re~pcn on
Monday, September 14th, 1953.
Applications are now invited
from prospecth'e students either
from 51. John's, or the Outports
of Newfoundland, who might wish
to be considered for admillancc to
these courses.
2. During the School Year 1953-
54, practical and theoretical in-
struction will be given in the fol-
lowing day classes over a nine
month period:
Carpentry and Joinery.
EJedrical Work.
Wood Machining and Wood-
working.
Bricklaying.
Auto Mechanics.
Plumbing.
Wireless (Radio).
Diesel Mechanics.
Machinists.
It is possible, also, that a course
may also be introduced in Welding
at some time during the school
year.
3. Fees (or the course are $5.00
(fi\'e dollars) per term of three
months. In order to gain a work-
ing knowledge of any of the above
courses a period of at least two
terms is essential. The full cou~
of three terms is desirable.
4. Tools r~uired for training
purposes will be supplied on loan
to the student. A deposit of $5.00
(five dollars) must be made by the
student on entrance to provide
against possible loss of tools. If no
loss oceurs, this deposit will be re-
funded to the student after the
conclusion of his course.
5. The Provincial Government,
recognizing the financial difficul-
ties confronting some of the out
of town persons de.':iirious of taking
the courses of training at the Vo-
cational Institute, has in oo-()per'
ation with the Federal Department
of Labour. made pro\'ision where-
by a number of such candidates
may be granted Subsistance Allow·
ances not in excess of $30.00 per
month. while taking the course.
The grant for Subsistance Allow-
ances being limiled, the awards
will necessarily have to be made
on a selection basis. Students who
can afford to lake the course with-
oul financial assistance, or with
only partial financial assistance
are expected to do so .
6. Applications should be made
as soon as possible by letter or
olher medium addressed to "Man
ager" Vocational Training Insti·
tute, St. John's. slating full name,
address, age, education qualifi·
cation:; and course desired. Where
application is made for such
courses as Aulo Mechanic 01'
Diesel Mechanic in particular, an
alternative course should ~
stated, as far more applications for
these courses are received than can
possibly be accepted. In gener;ll
students should always state an
alternative course unless it is ab-
solutely certain that only one
course of training can meet Ihe
student's abilities and require-
ments.
SPECIAL COURSES
7. Navigation: This course is
designed to l)repare for Mates
and Masters Certificates of COIll-
petency, Home Trade or Forei~n
Going. Entrance may be had at
any lime con\'enient to the in-
dividual during the school )'ear.
Persons entering this class must
ha\'e the necessary sea-time to
qualif)' for the~e certificates or bl:!
in process of ~{'('uring the> n~
!;;111' sea time.
i\larine En!in«rlng: This course
is designed to prepare for certifi_
cates of Marine Engineering,
Fourth and Third Class. Entrance
may be had at any time after
September 14th as convenient to
the individual concerned. Appll.
cations must have or be in procc~s
of 5C('uring the neeessar)' engine
room and sea time experienct!' to
qualify for these certificates. This
course is of spec:ial significance to
Marine Engineers no\\' Yiorking on
"Permit". Engineers now Yiorking
on permit. who have the neceS.'illr}"
time 10 qualify for certifieation.
~hould realize the importance of
seeuring permanent certificates
rather than continue under thc
insecurity and non-permanence of
the "Permit". Courses of instruc·
tion would vary from one to three
months. depending on the abilities
of the individual. Later in the
)'ear it is hoped to introduce
courses for 2nd and 1st Class
Marine Engineering. both Die5C.'1
and Steam.
Watch Repairins:: This course
is being offered in c()-()peration
with the Newfoundland TubE-r-
culosis Association as part of its
Rehabilitation Programme. Onl)
Ex.-T.B. patients, recommended b)
the responsible health authorities,
can be accepted for this course.
Application for this Special
Course, should be made directl)·
to the Rehabilitation Officer o(
the Newfoundland TuberculosIS
Association and St'1e<:tion will b<'
made b)' the Association.
Radio Repair: It is probable that
a course in Radio Repair Work
will be offered in 1953-54 under
similar conditions as outlined in
the course for Watch Repairinl!".
Further information relath'e to
all the courses listed in this adver
tisement, may be had, if required.
by writing the "Manager," Vo-
cational Training Institute, 51.
John's.
G. A. fRECKER.
Deptu) 'linisler of Education
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The World In Review
2,
(\ qUJrl{'r1~ r<'\icw of the international scene and
pr ss"reaction to outstan~l;.l~~;.rld {'\cots.,
~ Ihl rC\I('W \U! Jo::in' the reaction of t~c American
rrc 0 ' .... 0 (lut~tandlnlf c\"cnl.. : the Coronation of Q~C('n
C.hZOlbeth aDd th.. conque:-.t of Mount E,'crest by" Hilary
and Ten:iJnj(.
TifE SEn YOHK rUlES .
Headlines' "Ellzabeth II Cro.... ned In Abbey": "Q.ueen
Hail~ f('at of E\C!rcst Group"; "Churches Here Pay Tribute
I.:> QUl't'fl
'On co mopulitan 5th A,"cnue th(' Coion Jack
(l('w alongside th(' 51tH's and Stripes on many buildings,
and twin........ indflw displays paid tribute to the )"oung
Qu n t':1Jzalx'th and her fa01ii) .• _ .
The cl'l('bratlOn of Coronation Day was high·
hJ:hted by pl'Cial Divine 5errice at Trinity' Church,
Broad..... \ and Wall St., and at 5th A"enue Presb}"
tenan Church. A joyous pear was rung at St. Matt
hey.' PrutC'Stant Episcopal Church, 230 Lexington
A'e.'
The pra~(I's in both churches were adopted [rom
tht Corunalion &-rvice it~eJ( as it had been conducted
ill We~tmin~ter Abbe}'"
'The Cunard Iincr Queen Elizabeth, named after
the Qu{'en's mother, arrh'ed. . de<:ked in signal £lags
{rom "tern to stt'rn and rCi:eived whistle salutes {rom
pa~sing harbour craft "
Editoriall~: "An End and a Beginning."
In the ~pan o{ less than 24 hours we lived
through one of the most remarkabll;l conjunctures of
eH'nts in all hi~tor~' "
"Hillary, the !\jew Zealander, along with Tensing,
will take its place with Sir Waller Raleigh and Sir
Francis Drake,"
, While ~uch men scrve the monarchs of England
one need not worry about the decline and fall of the
British Empire,"
"Tilt' conqucst o( Everest was the end of a road,
the only' one left untrodden since Peary and Amund·
sen planted their flags at the Poles more than 40 years
ago"
THE BOSTO.... DMI..Y GLOBE:
Headlines: "Britain Wildly Acclaims Queen"; "Queen
CalL t.:pon Commonwealth to Advance Justice and Free·
dom. says Parliaments, Free Speech, Respect (or Minorities
Part of Way' of Life"
EUitoriall}
Greater BH~tonians took a real Queen into their
hunes and their hearts last night. Dinners were late
or burned around the edges, The grass that papa wa.!>
supposed til cut when he got home from work re·
mained In il~ natural state, 'Iany dishes did not get
done at all
A ,'C\lo Zealanrler and a Sherpa tribesman of
:'IO,'pal tood, or crouched together in the roaring wind
t the nO\\y summit I'f earth's highest mountain:'
THE CHRi371A. ' SCIEXCE MO, 'ITOR (BOSTON):
1I1'adi n' 'VI\-at Rl'itina Elizabetha". By Carlyle Mor-
an (5!11. chId of the London r\eY.'s Bureau from
\\ e lmm t(-r Abbt,)' ,
Th lorunatn n hc:-!;peak" a continuing. de,,·elop-
n unity h ugh not uniformity· ....mong eight full}'
sd(·governing nations along with others partly self-
I;o\,crn'ng, This unity embraces colonies and protec,
torates, all moving gradually towards self·rule within
a glob<!·encirding design of rommon interest and
mutual rcspect."
Editorially:
"Long Li"e the Queen" speaks of ''''he fact that
so great and diverse a one-time Empire can eUeclh'e-
Iy be held together under the Statute of Westminster
, .. by a rommon allegiance to the Crown."
CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER:
lIeadline: "London salutes Crowned Queen:'
r\ews Item: "Agog Over Queen and Spry at 99:'
"When other Monar<:hs have been crowned MiS!>
Jennison paid no attention to it... but tonight, 'I am
going to listen to e"ery word," , , , She was well pre·
pared too, She look a bus down town "to get new
batterieb for my hearmg aid,"
Ne\los Dispatch: "Peiping Salutes Queen:'
"Red China congratulated Queen Elizabeth U
today on her Coronation. Peiping radio announced thc
I remier·Foreign Mini!;ter had sent a message of ron·
1:'ralulation to Winston ChurchiJI on the Coronation
of the Queen,"
Editorial: "B<!i::ause It Was There (E\·erest)".
"On the night before the Second Elizabeth was
majestically installed as head of Britain's Realms and
Commonwealths one would have ron[idently said that
~ FOR SURE PROTECTION CALL
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only the most cataclysmic event or happening could
overshadow the news of the Coronation."
PHILADELPHIA ENQUIRER-
Headline: "Queen Pledges New Life for Empire
as Millions Rejoice."
Editorial: "!\lount Everest Symbol of Man's Uncon·
querable Spirit".
"Perhaps lhe conquest is an omen for her and the
British people. Can this be a sign that the tide of
Britain's decline will turn, the new Elizabethan Age
just born will rival the glory of the old?"
DETROIT NEWS:
Headline: "Elizabeth's Goodness Shows Through
Splendour."
Editorial: "Everest Conquered".
''The )'ouog Queen listened to the tale of a great
British victory. The consummation of British history
in the riles at Westminster and the planting of the
Union Jack on the highest spot in the Globe,"
1I0USTO"- (TEXAS) CHRONICLE:
Headline: "England gi\-es Crown, Heart to Eli..,,-
beth."
Lila Gordon (Chronicle staff) "I-Iouston joins
festivities .. , hundreds of thousands of Americans
joined in celebrating the crowning .. British pair
conquer 29,002 feet high Everest. The sort drawl of
Texas had its place among the babble of 100 tongues
rising [rom the crowds. Houston's Mayor Emeritus and
wife were in London viewing the pageantry,"
Editorial: "We Rejoice With Our British Allies."
America joins in the cry "'God Save the Queen"'
and "hope for the best" , .. "and still in friendship
Americans join in the shout heard in London today:
"'God Save the Queen. Long May She Reign."
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THEH~::I:~E,,~~:~~ Everclit Conquered hy British
Team".
Editorial: "Long Li\'e the Queen."
for ~;:t~I:~~~i~n(::sn~o~m:t~::t:~~::;a~t:~::ii;:n~
reason of our close proximity to Canada., No mnl·
t(Or how )'OU look at it, our vcry besl wishes III IIl'r
Majesty. "Long Lh'c the Qu('('n"
THE OREGONIAN (PORTLAND OREGON):
Editorial: "God Save the Queen".
"'E\'en those acrustomed to squinting down thrlr
republican noses at the trappings of royally must b
impressed today as the British Empire cro~ns it
Queen."
"The Corona lion is a symbol of the inde~tructibl('
faith of the greatest union of peOI)le the world has
known. It would be unwise to underestimate th-
emotional impact of the Coronation for I
strengthens the Empire and rededicates its people to
regaining their plaee in world affairs. We, for(' c('
better days for the British Empire and w(' JOIII her
subjects in shouting Long Live Queen Eliwbeth.'
THE DAlLY OKLAHOMA-
Headhne: "Cheers Break Like Wnes O\'er London
Hal Boyd in London: "There is no on(' who can
put up a parade like the British, with their colourful
troops-yellow, black and whitc-drawn from OW
million subjects, from the "~iji Islands to the Polar
seas in both directions. The ceremon)' leaH"s )01.1
draine<i emotionally, even a!\: a counlry ('(lusin fnlnl
America."
St. John's198 Water Slreet
Since 184?
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"Then shake oul our lion-banner in the sun.
Cry, 'God save the Queen'."
•
And hO\\l significant today are these extracts [rom a
po~m by Thomas Miller in lhe Illustrated London News
over a hundred years ago. \June 1, 1850).
kind of instinct she sees better in a cloudy day, and
that in storm of bat lie and calamity she has a secret vigour
and a pulse like a cannon.
P,O. Box
696
Phones; 4026
4027
4028
159 WATER ST.
"1 see her in her old age, not decrepit, but young, and
still daring to believe in her power of endurance and ex·
pansion. Seeing this, I say, all hail! Mother of Nations,
mother of heroes, with strength still equal to the time;
sUll wise to entertain and swift to execute the policy which
the mind and heart of mankind requ"res in the present
hour.. ."
• HINGES
• NAILS
• LOCKS
• DOOR CLOSERS, Etc.
MARTIN-ROYAL STORES
HARDWARE CO., LTD.
WHEN BUILDING
VISIT US FOR YOUR HARDWARE
SUPPLIES
"So far and wide her sceptred sway extends,
She rules over lands bey'ond lhe reach of night;
O'er outstretched realms, where sunshine never ends,
But somewhere bathes her shores in golden light
And when she falls and her lasl duty's done,
Her name will sUll be read, wherever shines the sun."
"Whal makes her mistress of the shoreless lllain?
Go, ask the waves of the resounding sea.
She dyed lhe billows with her mighty slain
Gave up her sons to make her island free.
In leller'd lighl arc read a thousand names
Stamped on her rock·bound coasts like warning beacon·
flames.
THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC:
Headline: "Britons Conquer Everesl."
"The British expedition has climbed hitherto un-
sealed Mount Everest, the world's highest peak, plant-
ing the Union Jack on the icy peak as a Coronation
'gift' for Queen Elizabeth II."
ST_ LOUIS POST·DISPATCH:
Editorial: "The Everests of a New Age."
"Already thcy are saying in London that the
climbing of Everest is the sure sign of a new Eliza·
bethan Age. of a new race of Raleighs, Drakes and
Frobishers, to make the name of England glorious
once again, and it may bz so."
GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE (UO'.7ANA):
Editorial: "Coronation Env~lors Britain."
"Our common language and our common heritage
of laws, institutions and literature contribute to the
lively American interest which attached to Tuesday's
('vent in Westminster Abbey. We have a great
community of interest with the British today in com·
mon objective.~ and common danger in the field of
world affairs."
FERGUS FALLS DAILY (MINNESOTA):
Editorial: "Queen Reigns Over 603 Millions."
"This vast aggregation known as the Briti~h
Communwealth of Nations has an area nine tim('s
greater than the great Roman Empire in its palmiest
days. It embraces one-quarter of the area of the
world.. . Who are th(' people of this vast Common-
wealth? .... they are black and white, brown and
yellow dukes and Dyaks, cannibals and countesses,
Klondike trappers and Scottish Trappists, Royal Lan-
cers and Fijian dancers. They worship many gods,
among them AJlah, Buddha, the Christian Trinity, and
In some cases Mammon. . They make their homc~
where birth or lhe spirit of adventure placed them_
on an entire continent, on greal islands and pin·prick
inlets, in obscure deserts, tropical jungles, foam·
flecked northern fishing vlllagcs. No man among
them can fluently, speak the tongues of all: Sanscrit,
Urdu (the language called Hindustani) Dutch and
Vrench. Hottentol, Greek, Turkish, Cockney, Tui (or
Tshi, lhe chief language o[ the Gold Coast, Gaelic."
ALBURQUERQUE JOURNAL (NEW MEXICO):
Editorial:
"The scaling of Everest in the far-off Himalayas
by a British expedition is a fitting Coronation gift Lo
young Queen Eli7.3beth II The British arc entitled
to all the honour and acclaim of scaling the world's
tallest peak."
MIAMI HERALD (J-'LORlDA):
Editorial:
"The American people, and all the freedom-loving
nations of the earlh join their voices with the people
of the United Kingdom and of thc Commonwealth uf
Nations in wishing for Eli7.3beth a long, happy and
prosperous reign."
SIOUX CITY JOURNAL (IOWA):
But beyond all the above, there is doubt-a question-
Thus, one writing in a magazine with a circulation of mil·
hons speaks of "a fabulous ceremony that may, perhaps,
nC\'er take place again."
What did Emer.-;on, the great American man of letters
say just over one hundred years ago?
"I see her nol dispirited, not weak, but well remem-
bering that she has seen (lark days before; indeed wilh a
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Agents for;
Full line of Spue Parts always in stock.
E. & S. BARBOUR
Serving Newfoundland for over Half a
Century with Complete Lines of
New Stamp Issues
Spain has in preparation a 5O-centimos airmail stamp
which will introduce Joaquin Sorollo y Bastida (1863-1923),
Spanish impressionist painter known particularly for the
treatment of sunlight.
Australia-Promised fur November is a 3-pence for the
centenary of Tasmania's first postal paper. The 1853 4p
design consists of "Vandiemen's Land" inscribed above a
likeness of Queen Victoria.
Et;uador-A "Campana de AJfabetizacion series to
direct altention to lhe republic's national campaign to
wipe out illiteracy comprises postage 5-eentavos blue, lOe
rose, 20c red-orange, 30e carmine and l·sucre gray-blue,
and an airmail 1.2-sucre orange.
Ryukyu Islands-The centenary of the arrival of Com·
modore MaUhew C. Perry at Naha, Okinawa, will be com·
memorated with two stamps. A 3-yen purple will show his
reception and a 6y blue-green will carry his photograph
and picture his flf!et
Thailami-Has issued a series for the sixtieth anni-
versary of the Red Cross Society of Siam. Centered with-
in a wreath is a dancing girl superimposed on a crimson
cross, and below are the Buddhist dates 2436 and 2496,
equivalent to 1893 and 1953.
Nicaragu.a, issued a series of stamps to commorate the
founding of the five-nation Organization of Central Am-
erican States.
The O. C. A. S. is in Spanish, the "Organization de
Estados Centroamerictlnos," and "ODECA" is inscribed, on
postage 4-eenlavos blue and air mail 25c ultramarine, on
a flag on which is superimposed the organization's emblem:
The emblem and a map with Cenlral America outlined
are on postage 5c green and airmail l-eordoba red·viokt.
The emblem upheld by five hands features postage 6c
brown and airmail 20c red·lilac. The same inscription
and date are on the cover of a book shown on postage
50c slate and airmail 60c gray-green; the flags of the five
republics and the book have a rising sun as background.
The republic~' President heads are on postage 15c
olive and airmail 30e gray.
St. John's
DIAL 2031
• Mari.ne Stationary & Diesel Engines
• Building' Materials
• Quality Groceries and Provisions.
472 - 474 Water St.
A. H. MURRAY & CO.
LIMITED
HAWBOLDT MARINE GAS ENGINES
MARINE & LIFE SAVING EQUIPMENT
Sole Agents tor
KELVIN RICARDO and
KELVIN DIESEL ENGINES
(Ranging from 71h to 132 HIP.)
NATIONAL STATIONARY DIESEL
WIDDOP DIESEL MARINE ENGINES
(90 to 800 H.I'.)
]. B. Mitchell & Son, Ltd.
SELLING AGENTS
LET PO'LIFLOR
Polish Your Floors
POUFLOR gives your Floors a
deep gleaming beauty that lasts-
not just a surface glitter that
shows every footmark. The quality
wa:, at a popular price-A Nugget
product-is best for your floors
and Linoleums.
Water Street St. John'... A Newfoundlrmd stamp used on mail carried by
Alcock and Brown as they made the first trans-Atlantic
flight from Lester's Field, St. John's was sold at a London
stamp auction for $92.56.
NEW STAMP PUBLICATIONS
'''Ney,foundland Air Mails 1919-1939' (with noles on
subse(IUent flights and slamps), By R. E. R. Dalwick and
C. H. C. Harmer. This aero-philatelic story presents in·
formation, some of it hitherto unpublished, about proofs,
essays, errors, specimens and varieties as well as about
the air journeys by Alcock, Brown, Hawker, Mackenzie
Grieve, Pinedo, Amelia Earhart and others. tOO pages.
160 illustrations and maps. Distributed by H. R. Harmer,
Inc., 32 East Fifty-seventh Street, New York 22. $2.75.
"Stamps and Sports." 1953 edition of a French-lan-
guage catalogue chronicling and pricing stamps associated
with athletics and scouting, 211 pages, 970 illustrations.
Distributed by M. Peter Brandeis, 60 East Ninety·sixth
Stree, New York 28. $1.50.
"Stamps of Brazil." First simplified edition (195.1)
of a Portuguese·language catalogue published in Sao Paulo.
130 pages. 560 illustr:ltions. Distributed by M. Peter
Brandeis, 60 East Ninety·sixth Street, New York 28. $1.20.
New Books
THE roEWFOVNDLAl\'D QVARTERL\'
Ask For ..
"
NEWl"QUNDl,t\fW HOLmAY
By J. HARRY SMITH. Ryerson Press, Toronto $4.00
Mr. J. Harry Smith is known across Canada. and
throughout the United States as former manager of the
C.P.R. Press Bureau. and his book of a summer holiday in
Ne.... foundland during ....hich time he travelled across the
island and along its coasts, observing and mixing with
Newfoundlanders, studying their way of life, studying
their economy, and trying to assess the result of their
joining Canada, is one of sympathetic understanding and
insight.
There's history, fascinatingl)' told, with incidents,
leJ::ends and comments, in his own rinely expressed style.
Written by a keen, practiced ob~rver, this book is
one ....-hich ~hould be in the home of e\'ery Canadian family.
He brings the people of Newfoundland, fearless, enduring,
spaTlng of speech but kind I)' of heart before you so that
you ma)' know them bellcr and understand them better.
He tells of a fine and proud people and of the land
that bred them, and a perusal of its pages helps )'ou to
undersand better the value to Canada as a whole of the
alliance .... ith this long isolated neighbor.
TWENTY NEWFOUNDLAND STORIES
B~' P. J. WAKEHAM
P. J. Wakeham's Third Book. "Twenty Newfoundland
SlOries", is nov. on sale.
The foreword is by Professor J. B. Ashley, M.A.,
(Oxon) and the Review by Captain L. C. Murphy, r.S.D.S.
There is great variety in this local work; the contents
range from sea·tales to romance, each with a Newfound-
land background, which ranges from Labrador to Maddox
Co\·e. It contains drama, suspense, action and adn'nture
and there is always the Newfoundland atmosphere.
The next few months will see se\'eral new books by
Newfoundlanders if plans of the authors materialize.
Among the writers whose work will be published are
Hobert Saunders, Ph.D., L. E. F. English, M.B.E., E. D.
fo'oran and Hon. R. B. Job. We are informed that all these
books will deal with phases of Newfoundland history.
REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
AND
ADDING MACHINES
•
SEE THE NEW
QUIET·RITEll PORTABLE
AT
Browning-Harvey
Limited
• SERVICE
• SECURITY
• SATISFACTION
WITH ALL YOUR INSURANCE
C1PTJ.IUP JOUnSOn
T"' !In{t1{alt~1!MAN
Dicks & Co., ltd.
244 Water St. St. John's
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MUNN'S
~c;;..rcundla.nd
Medicinal Non-freezing
COD LIVER Oil
Largest Manufacturers of
COD LIVER OIL in Newfoundland
ior Over Fifty Years.
Also large producers of
TANKED COD OIL
for Industrial Purposes.
Give Me The Scenes
By A. C. WORl\'ELL
Gin'! me the scenes which vitalize the heart
The plush)' barrens spared commercial blight,
From v. hence the partridge suddenl)' depart
With startling sound and wild erratic night;
Where singing birds intone their cheerful la)'s;
Where fragrant shrnbs with multicoloured nowers
Make beautiful the country's trackless wa)'s
And e\'idences God's almighty powers:
Where sunset gilds the lake with brilliant hues
As whirring snipe patrol the e\'cning sky:
Where distant landscapes don their deepest blues
As tranquil nature sheaths her drowsy eye.
Compared with such exhilarating themes
How tame all man·made entertainment seems!
(Reprinted from ;'The Monarch or the Grump and other
Ncwround!and Verse." by kind permission or the author),
When Day's Dane
•
Write for lowest prices
W. A. MUNN &CO., LTD.
A Chinese gentleman was visiting "n American friend
whose home was in a suburb of New York. The ho.;t
looked at his watch and remarked: "If we hurry we can
catch an express." They hUrTied along almol;t at a run,
ru;hcd through the gale al the station and caught the
train just as it had started. and as they sank into their
scat the American gasped out: "We have saved fifteen
minutes by catching this train," "Ah," said the China~
man, ';~lIld what afC we going to do with it now that we
have saved it?"
When I re:lch the end or a day or toil,
And the hard road lies behind,
I can place my hand in Thine. and say:
Thou hast been good, 0 Master Mind!
And tho' I do not understand
The reason ror the toil and pain,
With smiple faith I trust in Thee
And know my labour is not vain.
!o'or I have .....rougbt the best I knew
And tho' in error I have striven,
Thy understanding sympathy,
Thy lo\'e, my failings bast forgiven.
And so, when tbe long day is done
I come again, 0 Lord to Thee,
Confess my weakness and my faults
And find new r:lilh revived in me.
-I.., W, J.
Worthwhileness
S. O. STEELE & SONS
- also-
CORONATION WARE
Requirements
Some years ago, a particula: Iy notorious individual
reguarly attended the same c~urch services that 1 did
My mind would sometimes wander rrom the sermon, a.
I sat watching the back of his head.
I wondered what he might be thin':ing about; wh)
he came to church anyway; wh~ t goOO it did him. He
.....as a no-good, disreputable character, )'et he came tt!
Ichurch regularly. He interested me,O'...e day I "poke about it to the pa ;tor. ··My son," h~Sloid. ··some day sume one of us ..... iJ1 say something thaiwill p~·::etrate that searC'd-O\'er cons.'ience, There's n,telling whal it rna)' be Or w:lcn it will ~appcn, but happellit will. And then~."His reply has remained \\ ith me through the )'ean:and helped me more than once, When I've been temptedto .....onder if it was worth while, my thoughts have re-
lurned to what the good dominie said, Some day 5Ome-
ooe of us will say something .. There's no telling what
it may be (lr when it will happen, but happen it will.
And then-.
That's why I shall kcep on spreading the gospel of
worthwhileness, That's why we should never be dls-
couragcd,-J. T. MACKEY, in Linotype News.
Water Street East
Limited
-
See Us for Your
CROCKERY and GLASSWARE
CUPS & SAUCERS - TEA SETS
DINNER SETS
WATER SETS - BERRY SETS
Dial 6392
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Hant's Harbour-An Historical Outline
By EDGAR C. JANES
31
IT seem.~ to me that the history of our outports, shouldbe recorded in some permanent way because thcy
g'\'C us a glimpse of a wa~ of life that is passing away
and while perhilPs such hIstory cannot always be sup-
ported with authenUc documents and records it will
contain something that should be preserved and passed
on to the new generation that is fast entering upon a new
lI"a~' of life in Newfoundland."
May 1, then, trespass upon your space to record whal
I haH' been able to gather of the story of the little outport
of Han!"s Harbour, on the south side of Trinity Bay.
Harvey, in the story he wrote of '·How the Fish Came
lO Hant's Harbour," says:
"Han!"s Harbour is one of the oldest selUements in
the Island. The original settlers were from the West
Counlry, Devonshire men of the breed that produced the
Drakes, Davies, Grenvilles, Raleighs, Hawkinses, Gilberls
and many other daring sea rovers. At an early date a
lillie band of adventurers from this hardy stock planted
thcmselves along the shore of Hant's Harbour to carryon
the cod fishery."
Here came the famous Capt. Richard Whilbourne who
"at the age of fifteen was an adventurer in foreign coun-
tries and was captain of a good ship of his own in 1588".
He was also, as Harvey records "one of Elizabeth's gallant
band of Devon captains who at his own cost dashe<J out
ot Torbay into the very midst of the Spanish galleons of
that great Armada as they passed."
Whitbourne himsell tells us "I set out from the port
of Ex!!ter on the lIth of Ma~' 1615 in a Bark victualled and
manne<J with eleven men and boyes at my own charge;
on the 4th of June I anchored in Trinity Harbour." He
then goes on to tell: ". and so I began to hold the first
Court of Admiralty in Your Majesty's name that ever was
as I believe hulden in that country."
It is recorded that Hant's Harbour was one of his
regular ports of call and he traded there for fish for forty
)'ear~ under sanction of the English Admiralty. He brought
many a stout youngster and sometimes a few Devon
matrons or maids in his early voyages to strengthen the
colony.
However, even before this early date legend has i~
that Hant's Harbour, then called Anse Havre, had been a
rendezvous for Portuguese pirates. Certainly there is some
JustIfication for the pirate legend in the fact that in com-
paratively recent years "buried treasure" consisting of
Spanish "doubloons" were unearthed here. There is still
ir. existence an old cannon that was used in those thrilling
days of long ago and there are some round shots of the
kind that were used in those days. Who knows, perhaps
thl'y v.ere left by one of the early marauders in a hasty
exil.
. Recently, a descendant of the Tilley family residing
In the United States, claimed in a letter to Mr. L. E. F.
Eng,hsh, Curator of the Museum in SI. John's, that his
~~~~I;y ::~ a~O~r~c~hde :~~skt ~~~t1~r:~yb~~a:~,il~ot~:I~ae~~:~
documents ur records have yet been found to substantiate
the claim of being the "first settlers."
Harve>' continues with a description of these early
~ettl('r~ In these words:
". In battling with the billows they required skill
as \.IeIi as courage. One generation transmitted to another
the dexterity and deftness thus acquired tiJl it became a
marked hereditary quality; and whether in the summer
cod fishery around the shores, or on the storm-beaten
Labrador, amid the ice floes, hunting the seal, there were
no men to surpass those of Hant's Harbour.
"Out amid the iceficlds in their little vessels from 50
\0 100 tons, they would work their way through an archi·
pelago of huge icebergs with marvellous skill, cutting safe
docks for them when Ihe storms arose, and using the
moving floes as tugs in pursuing the seals. Their skill
was a hereditary gift which no mere drilling could impart,
and to be a Hanrs Harbour man was esteemed a distinction.
The blood was kept pure in this isolated village where a
strong Devonshire dialect was spoken. No outsiders came
among them, indeed, outlanders would have met a cold
reception. The old stock not only took root, but improved,
retaining however, all its original peculiarities. They
were a simple, homely, honest people, their narrow circum·
stances curtailing both their virtues and their vices."
Thus Harvey recorded a tribute to the indomitable
spirit of the earliest settlers in this little village, and the
generations that followed carried on in the tradition of
their forbears.
In the oldest cemetery, still preserved, I have taken
the following data from headstones, but there are many
made of slate (rom which the lettering has completely
disappeared. No doubt some of these were earlier than
those listed here:
From this source then, we gather that "Catherine
Adey, wife of Martin Adey, died July 1st, 1611, aged J!)
years," which places her birth at 1792. John Soper, who
died May lIth, 1851, also of his son John, who died March
I tth, 1611; the age of the son was not given but the
father must have been in his twenties at the latter date
11611) which would place his birth in the late 17oo·s.
Another tombstone gave barely the names "T. E. Pelley
and Mar)' Pelley, 1613." John Janes, aged 66 years placing
his birth at 1792. (This tombstone has the name of the
manufacturer "John Smith, SI. John's"). The oldest de·
cipherable record would appear to be "To the Memory of
Richard Pelley who departed this life Dec. 4th, 1836, aged
72 years," thus placing his birth at 1764. The quaint verse
on the stone reads:
"Here let my slumb'ring atoms rest
Till the last rising morn,
When in immortal vigour drest
I shall lo life return."
From the church records which go back to 1624, we
gathered the following: "Maria Short, wife of Samuel Short
was buried today, April 3rd, 1825" and it was signed
"Simeon Noale, Wesleyan Missionary." John, the son of
.John and Mary Ash was baptized Dec. 31st, 1626." Signed
Simeon Noale.
Under marriilges appears "William Janes and Ann
PelJey, Dec. 5th, 1848." Signed "James England, Wesleyan
Minister." Witness{'s: ·'John Husson and John Pawley."
Probably one of the early Justices of the Peace licens·
ed to perform marriages in Newfoundland was John Tilley,
J.P., (no doubt an ancestor of the Tilleys referred to
above), who performed the marriage of Phillip King and
Leah Tilley In 18.16. He signed himself as "Licensed to
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Christmas is not too far away·-
Why not shop early while our stocks are complete?
We carry gifts to suit all ages.
FOR THE KIDDIES:
DOLLS
DOLLS CARRIAGES
TRAINS
PLANES
TRUCKS
MECHA.."nCAL MOTOR CARS
RUBBER BALLS
SPIN TOPS
MUSICAL TOPS
WHEEL BARROWS
GAMES
10UTH ORGANS
DRUMS
TOY GUNS
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LADIES SHps
NYLON PANTIES
DRESSING GOWNS
BED JACKETS
SILK NIGHTGOWNS
VANITY SETS Consisting of
Brush, Comb and Mirror
HANDBAGS
PULLOVER SWEATERS
GLOVES
BANDANAS
GIFT SETS
BRACES, GARTERS, NECKTIES,
SOCKS, SHIRTS, BELTS. PYJ~IAS
Household Articles too numerous to mention.
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Just Opposite the General Post Office Water Street, St. John's, NCld.
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~Iet~r:t~h~~~iar::~s ~~ t~~m~a~:~~~\ ~:~~I /:~:
",hen, apparently, there was no mInister or mISSIonary
auilable, and we find he married John Goobey ~nd Dorcas
Hopkins No", 8th, 13W; ~pt. John. ~oobey, his ~n, was
~la~ter of the S.S. Ethle on the Trinl~y Bay servlce and
Harrison Janes was purser. (The Ethle was lost at Cow
Head in Dee. 1919.)
John Tilley was a somewhat remarkable man. At the
age of 26, in the intervals of work as a ~isherma~, he
taught himself to read and wnte, and then Included 10 hiS
li~t of reading biography, history, poetry and thC()logy, at-
taining also a proficiency in the sciences, and at the age
of fifty he had accumulated a large and well-selected
library.
At Hant's Harbour, where he settled after his marriage,
he maintained a steady christian life. He later removed
with his family to Random Sound where earnest toil placed
him at length in a position of comparative independence.
He here produced a narrative poem of Methodism in his
native village. Occasional lines of considerable beauty
and foree occur throughout the long manuscript.-From
"History of Methodism in Newfoundland," by T. Watson
Smith, J811.
or his activities we are told he was the first to com-
mence briek making and preserving salmon in tins in New,
foundland, He also owned a sawmill drh·en by water
power and grew fine crops of potatoes. oat.s, grass, etc.
He onee exchanged a copy of Homer's "Iliad" in Greek
for a copy of "Parker's National Miscellany," showing
that he was also a student of Greek.
Though we could find no written record, we were told
by Herbert Ellis that the first male child born in Hant's
Harbour was WiUiam Adey who was born in 1735. His
wife was a Reid and aCter his death she married an Ash,
and ~he was the famous Sister Lydia who made the re-
markable pra}·er recorded by Harvey in his story "How
the fi.<lh came to Hant's Harbour."
Under the births we find the name of John Bulley
Ayre, son of GC()rge and Mary Ayre who was born Sept.
30th, 1834. Among the old family names, some of which
have entirely disappeared from the community were thc
Mews' and J. L. Mews was later Magistrate at Old PerIl-
can, where he is burled. Then there were the Rendells,
the Watsons, the Greens, Gullifor{\s, Tucks, Prices and
Lodcrs, all of whom were among the early settlers in
Hant'S Harbour.
In the year 1833 Mary Husson was Post Mistress at
• ~alarl of $8.00 a year and in the year 1871 Charles Green
held the same position at $20.00. }·ear. The school teacher
that same year was R. H. Parsons at a salary of S2OO.00
and he had 80 pupils with suitable accommodation for
htl)" There were 150 children from five to fifteen lears
(If aMe eligible to attend schooL An interesting footnote
""2150 that the school had 49 sq. ft. of blac.kboard.--Journal
,( LeJl:islali\'e Council, ISi8
We found the church records meagre of information
and some o( the old diaries had been destroyed. However,
"e found this item in a small pocket diar)' kept by Samuel
Green. who celebrated his 80th birthday May 17th, 1953:
July 1st, 1879 marked the completion of telegraph com·
mUOlcation between Heart's Content and Hant's Harbour,
bflnli/mi our thriVing little town within talking distance
1'1 the metropolis, :md the whole populace as well as
pa.rtl(.·~ doing business fully appreciate the importance o(
thiS adventure."
I recall my grandfather telling me that his father (my
great grandfather) evidently migrated from the Wes1
country (De"on or Cornwall) and no doubt he, like many
other early settlers, came out in a fishing topsail schoon('r
and, as was the custom, was given the privilege of going
back or taking up settlement, and it would appear that
the}' must have done their fishing that season in Concep.-
tion Bay, (or he landed at Lower Island Co'·e or Northern
Bay and spent the winter with some folks already settled
there. My grandfather told of one spring da)' when
the Ice drilted into the bay and was packed tight except
for a few small "lakes", his father, looking out over the
bay at one of these lakes, one morning saw it was practic-
ally filled with wild ducks; and, grabbing his gun, which
was no doubt an old flintlock "muule·loader", he fired a
single shot into the ducks and picked up 85 from that one
shot.
Grandfather could not tell me who the first settlers
were and no dales werc given, but said that his father
walked across from Lower Island Cove over the barrens
to Old Perlican, as there were no roads at that time, and
then proceeded up the south shore of Trinity Bay to Han!".!;
Harbour. lie decided to settle there, and It appears settl·
Ing was done in thosc days by a person staking 0[( the land
he needed and occupying it by "squatters' right.s". He
dedded that the Western Point of the Harbour looked
A view of the old Job Brothers premises taken from icc
in harbour. Note two ships being built In shipyard
centre and bowsprits of vessels moored [or winter at
left.
good to him so he staked there and was only properly
slaked when another party, John Ash, had the same idea
but was just an hour too late in arriving, so he went across
the harbour and took up his land near Custard's Head.
Hant's Harbour is fairly well situated, having a deep
anchorage, protected from all but N.E. winds and had
ample depths for schooners up to 90 tons. I ('an recall
seeing the forest of masts of these schooners, moored for
the winter, and I recall the names of some of them: the
Cower (Nicholas Short): LeAlarchant (John Short); AI·
batross (Alfred Pelley); Druid (John Pelley); LeH'rett
(Richard Pelle}'): Search (John Pitt Green): Annie
tPhillip Smith). These were the larger schooners of the
fleet, ranging from 50 to 90 tons each. Then there were
the smaller ones such as Kestrel (Samuel Short); Ernest
W:::orge Short): Brill (James Short): EnC<lre (Caleb
Janes): and lhe smallest the Star (Wm. Stickland).
Of ('ourse, later came the more modern tppe of
schooner, some imported [rom Lunenburg, N.S. The
Gurnet (Sam'l Short) and the Undaunted (Rich Pelley)
were two or these. The Margaret (Stephen Janes) was
one of the last of these schooners to be buill in the dock·
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)"arll. She was a \'essel of beautiful lines and a good sailer
I recall seeing as ,"any as [j",e schooners built in the
dock in one winter, and very fine ships they all turned
In the )'ear 1877 there were built at Hant's Harbour
Nlme Tons Builder Bount)'
WAVE 30 Joseph Gulliford $"
BRILL 30 Joseph Gulliford ..
RUBY 31 Joseph Gulliford 93
OTHELLO 66 John Sheehan '96
E. C. W 31 Joseph Gulliford 93
AVALON
'"
John Brown 15
AVALON 56 John Bro",n 196
out to be, built under the master hand of Joseph Gulliford.
The building of these vessels was all done, from the
keel to the last nail and screw right on the spot, and the
bulk of crooked timber and logs was piled in the yard, all
cut in and around the nearby woods, principally of birch
and witch hazel. The birch planking which was sawn by
hand on tall, wooden "horses" by two men, one at the top
and onc below, was for the boltom and Juniper was used
for the top sides, while the d~ks wcre of white pine. The
only wood parts not produced locatl)· was for the span;,
as our trees were not large enough, The rigging was all
spliced, turned and tarred in the old rigging loft and J can
still smell the pungent Stockholm tar used in this work
and can see the old sailmaker, Joseph King making the
sails for these schooners, while he spun yarns for our
amusement.
not start to slide by gravity a ,'iIlmpson post was plac<,d
against the stem and it only usually needed a start, and
awa)' she slid gracefully into the water amid the ShoUL"
the following ships for which a bount)' was paid:
To Whom Paid
J. H. Watson
J. H. Watson, per Job Bros. &Co., Ltd.
J. H. Watson
W. B. Grieve and Baine Johnston & Co.
Watson & Short
E. C. Watson
C. t~, Goodridge
-Journal of the Legislative Council, 1878
The Albatross, Encore and Undaunted are shown in this
picture.
and cheers of the onlookers. Aftcr the launching. COffN
and ra1sin and currant buns were served to all comers.
It was a big day for the village and everyone able 10
hobble turned out for the launching.
Business of the village was carried on and the
vessels were supplied largely by a branch of Job Brothcrs
&. Co" of 51. John's and the resident manager was Ellis
C. Watson and his brother James n, Watson who, it ap-
TAXI and TRUCKING SERVICE
Fresh Fruit ond Vegetables in Season
GROCERIES - CONfECTIONERY
SOfT DR!NKS - ICE CREAM
G. H. GREEN
Trinity Boy
Anytime - Anywhere
Hant's Harbour
A closeup of construction work on a 3O-ton vessel in the
yard at Hant·s Harbour,
The day of the launching of these vessels was one
long to be remembered, Notwithstanding that thl:
launching usually took place early in the morning we
",ere then> and sneaked aboard and stowed away in the
for~astle or cabin until the schooner was off the way"
and was plunging into the water, when we made our ap-
pearance on deck and ran from side to side to "rock the
boat" to roll the timbers out from under her bottom.
The launching itself was quite an undertaking, for the
runwa}s had to be laid on the dock bed and large runner..
placed thereon: then the vessel had to be raised from her
keel blocks so that her weight was carried on the runners.
There were no Jack-screws..available and the raising had
to be done by wedges, and when the time for wedging up
came it was quite a sight to see from 15 to 20 men on
each side, all hitting their wedges in unison to the shout
of the master builder. Before launching, the runwa)'!>
were greased with blubber or some other kind of grease,
and when all was in readiness the chain which held the
vcssel from slipping was let go, and if the schooner did
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pears, came from Torquay, England, where they had been use of the Revenue Cutter, the "Fiona" to take the prin·
trllined as carpenters lind undertakers. This business was cipal candidates. Sir William Whiteway had the exclusive
afterward managed by my father, J. w. Janes, who entered use of this fine yacht-like vessel and I recall one visit
the employ as a boy with the Watson brothers. The busi· when the Fiona arrived about 8.30 p.m. with Sir William
ness was later sold 10 Alan Goodridge & Sons and was on board and a meeting was hurriedly called. Sir William
carried on under ml· father's management. Incidentally, insisted thaI my grandfather (Uncle Bill Janes) then an
Robert Watson, a son of Ellis C. Watson became a member old man who had retired, was to be chairman at the meet-
Another view of premises. From
right to left: Fish storage
building, General Store, Salt
store with sail and twine loft
above and factory where ship-
builders worked; extreme left,
corner manager's residence.
of the House of A!>sembly, was Colonial Secretary and
later Governor of the Newfoundland Savings Bank.
The people of the harbour took their politics serious-
ly and many a wordy battle was waged, particularly was
this so, in the early years when each candidate vied
with the other in supplying liquor on election day. Later,
of course, liquor was prohibited on election day. The
means of travel were difficull and in some places almost
impossible. The party in power had the advantage of the
P. JANES & SONS Ltd.
DRY GOODS
GROCERIES
HARDWARE
C.I.L, PAINTS
Always in Stock.
FISHERY SUPPLIES
Buyers of All Fishery Products
LUMBER and COAL DEALERS
ing. He hurriedly dressed and presented himself at the
meeting place, the old Fisherman's Hall, and his opening
remarks were that only three things would have taken
him out of bed, and these were "fire, shipwreck 01'
political business."
Religion was a serious business and the people of
the village were on the whole devout, God-fearing people.
Part of the Labrador fleet moored in the harbour, early
spring. Note man scraping down spar.
MRS, V. ANDREWS
General Dealer in
GROCERIES, SMALLWARES,
DRY GOODSHont's Harbour Trinity Bay
Hant's Harbour Trinity Bay
"
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The old Methodist Church was usually packed for the
Sunday services, notwithstanding some of the services were
conducted by laymen in the absence of the Minister. Mcm
like Peter Tuck, T. G. Seeley and Samuel Maidment, devout
souls, who gave of their best, the laUer struggling through
the reading of Talmadge's sermons with his "firstly",
"secondl)'" and so on, sometimes going on to the
"lwentiethly", and never under one hour and sometimes
lasting a full two hours. The Church was the centre of
the spiritual lire of the village until in later years the
Salvation Army gained a foothold and grew into a strong
virile part of the communi!)' life. There was only one
Roman Catholic family in the village, the Sheehans, whose
spiritual wel£are was taken care of by the priest from
Turk's Cove.
Today new wharves and £ish stores are built on the
site where the shipbuilding went on and a thriving General
Store and fish buying and packing business is carried on
by p, Janes & Sons.
I am sure that 11 series of such historical outlines from
other oulports would be welcomed by your readers.
Murphy had a Qu~r little Irish fellow named
McGinnis working for him, Now, Murphy had a
contract with a steamship company to remove a
ledge of rock from under one of their pi~, so that
they could have a greater depth of water in which
to benh their ships, He put McGinnis on the job.
It was the first time McGinnis had ever worn
a diver's suit, Anyway, he was 10w~d under the
water with a pick in his hands and told to tackle the
ledge.
He hadn't been down long when there came a
tug at the signal line, showing that McGinnis want-
ed to come up, They pulled him up and took off his
helmet,
"Take off th' rist ux ut!" said McGinnis.
"Why, phwat's th' matter?" asked the foreman.
"Take off th' rist uv ut!" said McGinnis again.
''I'll work no longer on a job where Oi can't sphit on
me hands!"
Curing Codfish on the premises of P. Janes & Sons. This
progressive firm is considi!ring installing a modern fsh·
drying plant.
A country sheriU in Ontario was suspected of undue
leniency toward his prisoners, but definite proof was lack-
ing. One evening a townsman passed the iail and saw six
or se\'en inmates, neatly dressed coming out of the jail
The sheriff stood in the doorway watching them go. The
curious citizen heard the sheriff sa)' to the prisoner",
"l'\ow, )'ou fellers, be back by 9.30 or b)' heck, )'ou'll be
locked out."
CLEAR AS MUD
George Robey, the popular English comedian, sprang
this at a Rotarian dinner in Birmingham: "Laughter b
the synchronist!d co-ordination of neuropsychological reo
flexes, with a semi·automatic impulse of mass-inherited
suggestivism."
Remember only things of joy and beauty
Forget the sharp words people sometimes sa)',
For happy thoughts will help you do your duty
Through e\'ery day,
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Music In The Bible
By JUDGE GALLOWAY in Etude
37
(Concluded from March issue)
'The High-SoundinC C)'mbals"
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tlone::l, but always only in connection with religious cere-
monies. As, for example, when David prepared a place
for the Ark of God: "And David spake to the chief of the
Levites to appoint their brethren to be the singers with
instruments of music, psalteries and harps and cymbals,
sounding by lifting up the voice with joy." And again
when Solomon inducted the Ark mto the Temple, on the
occasion when the good King Hezekiah restored the true
v. orship and in other instances, we lmd cymbals were
used only on solemn occasions in connection with religious
rites.
In the aforementioned passage from Chronicles and
elsewhere, the words harp and psaltery are used together
indicating that, though they both belonged to the harp
family, there was a difference between them. One com-
mentator suggested that the reason for this is that, as
the harp like every other musical instrument undoubtedly
improved from time to time, the psaltery was of more
highly developed construction, possibly more akin in form
to the guitar
To make mention of all the various instruments which
figure in the ceremonies, pageants and daily life in the
Bible is impossible here, but a superficial glance at the
old Testament shows the devotion of the Hebrew people
to music both instrumental and vocal. While sacred
writers look at everything from a religious standpoint, yet
we learn that ancient people practiced music not only in
the Temple, but at home, in tents and in the field!;, indeed,
wherever their nomad exi!;tence found them.
The Teacher's Teacher
It is supposed that the Hebrews derived their music
from the Syrians. Certainly they had musical knowledge
before their sojourn in Egypt. The Alexandrian Jew,
Philo, says that Egyptian Priests taught Moses arithmetic
and geometry and gave him a knowledge of rhythm,
m€tre and music. This is quite probable, and we know
that the children of Israel when they escaped from Egypt
brought with them their musical instruments and sang
and played before the Lord in rejoicing.
Hebrew music was undoubtedly shrill, loud and
piercing, far removed from modern sweetnesS. This we
can gather from the warlike character of the people, from
their instruments which were constructed rather for
.noise than for concord and from our knowledge oC the
music of alI Oriental pooples.
As to how far the Hebrews of the Bible had advanced
ill vocal music and whether they had attained a greater
proficiency than their neighbors in the rendition of songs,
we unfortunately are ignorant. And unless the excava-
tion of ancient sites in Palestine now being carried on
Continued on page 40
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So much on the stern issue depended.
So much on two desperate hours.
Nigh and nigher, wilder and higher,
To blaring trump and rolling drum,
Covering their front with a skirmish line,
On, in war's wild clamour they come!
"Fire not a shot till the word is given!
Let the proud foe draw very near:
Then, like an avalanche sweep their blue ranks-
Remain steady, and have no fear!"
Thus Morrison cried to his thin red line,
Silently awaiting the word.
Though the foe opened with clamorous roar,
Not a man in that firm line stirred.
At last the British the signal receive,
And a mighty blow is given;
A devastating rush of iron hail
Through the foeman's ranks is driven.
And, Oh! how that red line volleyed and flamed
Cool and steady, they fired low,
And crash after crash. in tumultuous din.
Fell on the suffering foe!
And for two consuming and fatal hours,
They struggled 'mid smoke and flame.
Till the earth was strewn with the gallant dead,
Where Boyd hurled his thousands in vain.
Then ruined and beaten. and punished sore.
He fled from defeat away:
Victory perched on our banners once more
On that ever-remembered day.
Let us look further at some specific points. One
writer says:
"The dragoons came dashingly along and the
danger of their succeeding was imminent. They
had reached the ravine, which, if they were able
to cross, would have left them free to take the
British position in the rear." "The leading files
dashed down in the ravine and while crowding
up the opposite bank a volley at point blank
range from the Chrysler buildings emptied so
many saddles that the men were seized with
panic, and, wheeling their horses, galloped back
to the boats. That volley was fired by a cluster
of sailors and loyalists."
General Boyd made several attempts to get be-
hind the British line. One report in Niles Weekly
Register, December 1813, speaks of:
"Attempting to turn the left of the British, but
were repulsed by the 49th and 89th .. which
advanced firing by wings and platooons .. hav-
ing failed in this attempt, attacked the right
which was also repulsed."
Sellars says:
"Boyd sent the order to gallop up the road and
endeavour to get behind the British column. On
seeing them coming the 49th turned to meet them
with the same coolness as if on parade ... and
the 89th farther away, hurried to their support."
General Leonard Covington of the enemy's
Dragoons, who had seen much service, and was once
a member of Congress, fell mortally wounded in lead-
ing his brigade against the British left, so did his suc-
cessor and the third who assumed command fared
likewise.
So Morrison's line met both of these critical
moments by changing formation. and as the enemy
advanced there was poured into their ranks a steady
fire while the little cannon raked them.
It was a contest between discipline and numbers,
between skill and inexperience. Another enemy
brigade under Brig.-Gen. Swarthout, hard-pushed.
slowly fell back, followed by others of the enemy. The
British took advantage of this retrograde movement
and captured a cannon.
Boyd saw the possibility of a rout and then he
tried another diversion. He ordered a column of
fresh troops with two cannons to threaten an attack
on the south end of the British line. To repulse this
Morrison had to halt his advance and hasten down
across the field to meet this new assault.
It is said:
"On coming up with the enemy his men fired a
volley and then made a bayonet charge The
CINDERELLA
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89th charg~d across th~ gully. reformm and ad·
vanced with levell~d bayonets. Th~ fot" r~tr~atm
slowly at first. then broke and crowded down to
where their boats lay."
Dr. James Harvey .a good Canadian authority says:
"General Covington fell mortally wounded and
his brigad~ became confused ... At 4.30 the
enemy wer~ giving away at all points." A re-
port from the North~rnArmies said that Coving-
ton died on the 13th. (Niles Weekly Re~ister,
December 4, 1813).
Sellar. writing on Chrysler's Field. says:
"Th~ plain in front was strewn with dead and
woundm ... Morrison ordered a general ad-
vance. and his soldiers. now assured of victory,
This monument
erected in 1895 bv
Can. Government
to eommemoral"
the "notable ,'ie:·
tory" of Nov. 1\,
1813, stands on site
of Chrysler's Farm,
Dundas Co., Onl.
r8is~d a mighty shout.. On they swept towards
th~ notilla. Th~ storm now brok~ with rain.
sleet and snow ... Th~ enemy boats found th~ir
way by moonlight to a landing on the opposit~
bank of the riv~r."
. The confused retreat was covered by Colonel
Gams. as commander of th~ 25th Infantry. Lieu-
tenant Parsons. detachment from Pr~scott pursued
th~m.. C::0lonel Morrison was about to follow up the
pursuIt In th~ enemy boats left behind. but. he said.
"he was astounded by the surprising information that
the enemy had ned th~ field."
Th~ ~n~my admitted that he lost 339 (Nile
Weekly Re~lsrer, December 4, 1813) and the British
~uned about one hundred of enemy dead. The Bri·
tlsh lost 22 kIlled, 147 wounded and 12 missing.
The late Major General George Cullum writing
on Campai~nsof the War 011812, says of Chrysler's:
"In this spirited action ... on~-fifth of our forc~
was put hors de combat. and, though our troops
wer~ safely re-embarked, our dead were left on
the field in possession of the British ... Th~
genius of mismanagement seemed to lead our
armies in ev~ry attempt to conquer Canada."
One British official account by the Adjutant-
General Baynes says:
"Having completely defeated a large division ..
near Chrysier's ... taking from the enemy a
field piet:e, a six pounder and 400 prisoners."
Th~ London Gautt~ of February 8, 1814 has a
dispatch from Governor Prevost to Earl Bathurst.
thus:
"I have now the satisfaction to inform your lord-
ship that the signal defeat experienced by the
enemy on the Chateauguay river and near
Chrysler's Farm hav~ relieved both provinces
from the pressure of the army invading them ...
As th~ Colonel of the Fusili~rs said many y~ars
ago:
"Canadian and British valor prevailed.
And down through the annals of time.
Their heroic d~s we commemorate,
In history, as jewels to shine."
(To be continued)
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should reveal 60me data we shall be obliged to rely on
what we can imagi."Ie or infer from the Scriptures or
upon that still more uncertain source, tradition. That
their vocal music .....as like their instrumental, warlike,
descriptive and vehement we can reaoily surmise. There
is no evidence of any other than unison singing. While,
like all Oriental music, .....e may suppose that a sort of
rude harmony was acquired, we have no basis for sup·
posing the existence of concerted singill& as we have it
Howover, admitting that we cannot accept all the state-
ments of religious writers and allowing for the exaggera-
tions in the historical books of the Boble, we realize that
the consecration of musie to the serviee of religion mani-
festly must have led to its being developed and cultivated
With great zeal and earnestness.
The Sacred Chant
From earlie,;;t times poets have sung to harp or pipe
aCcompaniments. As today the Arabs recite their sacred
Koran \.n a sort of chant, so must the prophets and poets
of the Bible have delivered their messages, which were
later ineorporated into the solemn service of the Temple.
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Today in the East a leader renders one strophe or stanza
which is several times repeated three. four and e\'en five
tones lower. Probably the musical instruments as in
Or:ental countries were tuned to the voices of the singers
on the same note or in the same octave.
liow effective and impressive. almost overpowering, the
massed sound must have been! We read, for instance, of
the ceremonie.; at the same time of the induction of the
Ark of the Covenant into the Temple of Solomon (II
Chronicles 5.12, 13). "Also the Levites whieh were the
smgers, all of them of Asaph, of Heman. of Jeduthun, with
their sons and their brethren being arrayed in white linen.
hadng cymbals, psalteries and harps. stood at the east end
of the altar, and with them an hundred and twenty priests
sounding with trumpell>:
"It came even to pass as the trumpeters and singers
were as one, to make one sound to be heard in praising
and thanking the Lord; a.nd when they lifted up their
voice with the trumpets and cymbals and instruments of
music and praised the Lord."
In such a scene of religious fervor and solemn consecra-
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tion may we not believe that the lips of the singers were
touched with divine lire while their voices and the music
of the instruments ascending in the wreaths of incens~
became the outpuring of true reverence and holy joy?
Professional sacred music like the Psalms, the Lamenta-
Lorn. parts 01 Job, the Songs of Solomon and others were
learned and rendered by famlHes of singers in the Temple
"lnRing either in chorus or antiphonally, and the congre-
gations joined only in res,ponses like "Amen," and
"Hallelujah."
While the melodies undoubtedly had the great lreedClm
of Orlcntal music, they were earnest a.nd majestic declam-
;ot:ons of Scriotures, prayers and praises.
Sones of Zion
The blight which fell upon Israel with the destruction of
thc first Temple and the seventy ycars of foreign 6crvi-
tude swept away all means of discovering how this music
was rendered at the time of the first Temple. During the
B'ibylonian captivity "The So.."lgs of Zion" became a part
of the religious exercises 0' the exiles, and, after their re-
turn, tirough the direction of Ezra. an elaborate musical
service was in use in the new Temple. From that time on
the s~rvice, as prescribed in the Talmud clearly defined,
has been followed in the Synagogue except where tradi-
tion has been modified by extraneous circumstances and
liurroundings. .
The word Selah which occurs not less than seventy-one
times in the Psalms and three times in the Book of Habak-
kUk, nearly always Indicates, according to most com-
mentators, IIOme musical direction. The most convlocing
explanation Is given by the Rev, E. Capel Cure, of Eng-
land, who made an especial study of the poetical and
mUSical allusions in the Psalter.
Selah!
A direction for a musical interlude for the definite
purpose of allowing an illustration in sound of the words
sun,; 15 Re\". Cure's explanation of this term. SUch a
SOund picture at once delays and sustains the imagina-
Uon. impressing the ears and minds of the listeners with
the ma)est.y and beauty of the words sung. The musical
i..'lterlude was not always what is known to modern
critics as "pure music." "Where it separate:; stanzas it
may be mere sound appealing by the beauty of its mel-
o:fy or combination of instruments; more orten it repre-
sents what we now caU 'program music' and is conscious-
ly and deliberately descripti\'e of the text which it
accompanies."
The authO! then shows by quotations from variou,;
Psalms how there were flight, storm, sacrifice, war and
other motives which, when Selah was indicated, were
produced by the player.; on the appropriate instruments.
"In this interpretation of the word, Selah, it will be seen
that no excessive demand is made on the technique or
resources of primitive performers: but, while every effect
was produced by the simplest means. the instrumental-
ists of the Temple did for the singers what the artist does
when he adds color to the outline. Ln fact so much do
some of the Psalms depend upon their instrumental PCI'-
formance that many of the phrases are only intelligible
with the due understanding of their Sclahs. In all cases
where the Selah Is not a mere musical passage between
the stanzas, the interludes deepen the glowing intensity
of the words as much as Wagner's music glorifies his
libretti."
Realizing that the Bible is the richest treasury of re-
ligious experiences that the world possesses, it is inspir-
ing to know that throughout this wonderful recital it is
accompanied by the soft music of the harp, the burst of
trumpet sound and choruses leaping from the heart
"Give thanks unto the Lord, His mercy enduret!l
forever!"
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U.S. Bases Agreement
ALL bases operated by the United States Nor~east Com·mand are governed by lease agreements with friend-
ly, but foreign governments. The three air bases and
Argentia Naval Station in Newfoundland come under the
Leased Bases Agreement of 1941 signed by Great Britain
and the United Stales.
In April, 1949 Newfoundland was confederated with
Canada and since that time Canada has formally assumed
responsibility of the Agreement. The original pact has
been amended only once, in 1952, by an exchange of notes
between Ottawa and Washington.
Goose Air Base in Labrador is not included in the
or'ginal agreement. It is an RCAF station, part of which
has been leased to the United States for a period of 20
years.
The Greenland bases in the command are operated un·
der separate agreement with Denmark.
Although signed 12 years ago, these Agreements still
affect the Americans who are stationed at these over3eas
bases. Some of the more important parts of the docu-
ment included Article IV which deals with jurisdiction.
Originally, the United States had primary jurisdiction to
try all persons, regardless of nationality, for offenses com-
mitted on the bases. As a result of the adoption of the
Permanent Joint Board on Defense Recommendations in
1952, the United States no longer has jurisdiction to try
British subjects in any case.
However under the NATO Status of Forces Agreement,
which has not yet been ratified by the United States Sen-
ate. The U.S. would have primary jurisdiction to prosecute
its own personnel for purely military offenses or offenses
against its own property or security.
Canada and Newfoundland would have primary juris-
diction oyer other offenses. Trial by one authority would
bar trial by another, a situation which is not true today.
This agreement, however, must be ratified by the U.S.
Senate before it becomes effective.
Article XIV dealing with customs and other duties
affects the pocketbooks of all personnel stationed in New-
foundland since it permits free importation of goods under
certain circumstances.
Originally, contractors working on the bases were
permitted to import material, equipment, supplies and
construction materials free of duty. Under the 1952
amendments, equipment was deleted from the list so that
it is no~... subject to duty if it is not owned by or consigned
to the United Stales.
Th;s article also permils sales of duty-free goods to
members of the United Stales forces and civilian employees
of the United States being nationals of the U.S., and mem-
b:rs 01 their families resident with them and not engaged
in business in Newfoundland. This does not include con-
tractors and their families. Members of families mUSl
reside with the members of the Armed Forces or civilians
.0 be eligible to purchase duty·free goods.
Another subparagraph provides for free importation
Qf household goods and personal belongings. Included in
persOll.::1 belongings are automob~les. Everyone is requir-
ed to ta:te out an E·50 permit. This permit preyenls the
r{'sale to other than authorized personnel without paying
duty.
Article XVI permits the establishment of its own
postal system. This provides security. In addition. it per-
mits the mailing of packages duty·free. Packages arriving
through the Canadian mails are subjto<:t to duty.-N. E.
Guardian.
OUR NEW OFFICE
We are now "all set up" in our !lew office at 138
Duck .... orth Street and we had as our first visitor Mrs.
Michael Collins of Brooklyn, New York. Mrs. Collins
is on a visit "back home" and tells us her husband at one
time sold the Quarterly, and she is sure "Mike" will be
glad to know it is sUlJ going strong.
or course she paid for a subscription to the old
Quarterly. Visitors like Mrs. Collins are always welcome
and we cordially invite any of our subscribers who may
be visiting the city to call in and sec us.
Whntever our creeds we can all join in the name
()f CO::1mon humanity to relieve sulierinz. to succour
the distres~ed. and to extend a b:-otherly hand to
those whose misfortunes are greate:" than our own.-
Maharajah of Patiola.
Nights or Holidays Phone 2838 or 3446
GEO. SUMMERS
& SONS
WATER STREET EAST
GENERAL TRUCKING
.
We ore equipped to handle
all kinds of Heavy Machinery.
AT YOUR SERVICE AT ANY TIME
TilE NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERL\
THE POSTMAN KNOCKS
from West Hampstead, L. I., Neill York
Congratulations on the imprO\'ed and new Quarterly.
Good luck and best wishes for success.
BERT LEDREW.
rrom Sydne)', Nova ScoUa:
Congratulations! I think )'our magazine is a bang-up
job, or, as we say in Cape Breton "Right Good."
D. J.
From 51. John's:
It has been ffi)" intention to write you a few lines since
the rebirth of the Quarterly to congratulate )·ou on the
nelll look of this useful little magazine
I am glad to note thai Dr. Robert saunders ... is now
officially a contributing editor.
Will you be kind enough to place the parties men·
tioned. . on your mailing list as subscribers with ffi)
compliments. Wishing )'OU the best of luck with your
Of'\\" ,coture. R. B. J.
"IT EACH GETS ONE TilE DOUBLING'S DONE!"
We received a leUer from our old friend J, Lewis
Ta\'lor of .';1. l..amberl, Quebec, in which he writes:
"I was pleased to get your first Quarterly,
toJ me il IS a \ery good piece of work and very
well edited and I must apolOllize for not doing
what I intended to do as soon as I reeeived it-
pin the dollar bill to the C<lupon_well, here
it is. I intend to canvas a few more friends. .
The j'IOCm "In My Attic" is worth the price of
the mlgazine and I wish you every suecess."
:\Ir_ Taylor enclosed his own and another subscrip-
tlun and we hope he will be able to introduce the
Quarterly to many of the Newfoundlanders in Montreal
who, we are modesUy sure, are just 'dying to get a
copy -. Thanks Mr. Taylor. If all our readers followed
Mr. Tallor's example and sent in one new sub. our
rirculation would be doubled and that reminds us of
the old 53W: 'If each gets one the dOUbling's done."
We Rre too modest, of course to ask our readers to do
jU,;tthat!
To Enjoy Fishing, Hunting
TWO of the ver)' few bugs that DDT can't kill aDd some
of the most irritating bugs known to the moderr:
h"usewife are being encouraged by Col. Herbert M. West,
Jr_. Harmon US base C<lmmander: the hunting and fishing
hug,,;'
RealiZing the potentials of the many lakes, streams
anti forests that lie but a few short miles from Harmon.
Col. West invited Capt. Harry Walters, Fish and Game
Commissioner of Newfoundland, to visit the hase and
acquaint its many potential hunters and fishermen with
lh{' amount or game and fish that abound in the surround·
ing areas.
Captain Walters, a graduate of the Maine Fish ami
Game School, has had much experience in his field or
work. and through colored motion pictures and a short
informal talk described many of the interesting experi-
encel; he bas encountered in bis past 10 years of .....ork
llith fish and game life.
Though not one to brag about the size of the fish and
wild game, Captain Walters stated that the largest fish
eH'r caught in Newfoundland was a 56 pound salmon,
and the largest caribou rack totalled 56 points and had A
spread of fin! feet
Declaring that not eveT)'one would be as fortunate,
Captain Walters left no doubt though, that if personnel
of the base were to trnel into the interior, they would
find trout weighing from five to 25 pounds, and moose
and caribou with weight unlimited.
The Commissioner stated that the time element for
(i!ihing in Newfoundland was slightly different than the
time schedule in the states, with the fishing season open
a little longer, due to the running of salmon of which
there are plenty.
When asked about his previous service in the field
of wild game, Captain Walters said that he is one of the
original members of the first Newfoundland Force, the
first such force to take part in the prescn'ation of wild
life and game in Newfoundland.
While a member of this force, and having ad\'an~ed
to the rank of Captain, he was asked to complete a survey'
of the wild life on the island. Following the survey com-
pleted in 1942, he held the position of Game Commission-
er for four years though still an active member of the
Newfoundland Rangers.
In 1946 he resigned his captaincy to become the Fish
and Game Commissioner, but the title of captain has
5tuckeversinee"
Captain Walters stated, "if anyone has ever stood in
a trout stream and felt the compelling pull of fast water
on his waders, or heard the cry of a buU moose, high
'" the hills, he is apt to become a firm fisherman or
hunter forever after."--(Nortbeast Guardian).
Health Values 01 Sea Foods
Bit DR. J. A. AMYOT
Fish and meat contain the same nutritive constituents,
namely, protein and fats. The protein of fish is essentially
the same as that of meats, and is equally nutritious, As
the muscle fibre of £ish is shorter than that of meat, (ish
is more easily masticated and dig~sted, Jo'ish, in addition,
contains vitamins and is, especially rich in vitamin 0,
which is so necessary for the development of bone. The
use of vitamin 0 prevents rickets. The existence of
vitamin 0 in (ish oils suggests the importance of fish as a
diet for the }'oung.
sea foods are of special significance in that their
iodine content is higher than that of plants or flesh of
animals. It is well known that iodine pre\'ents the de-
velopment of certain s.....ellings of the thyroid gland, known
as goitre. Goitre is leSS prevalent among people in the
\-icinity of sea coasts than among inland people. This Is
due to the greater consumption of fish by the former.
Nutrith'e studies indicate that food of the class of oysters,
crabs, clams and other shell fish is of greater value in
certain respects than the muscle of meats.
Fish il; preserved by freezing, cold storage, salting,
smoking, drying and canning. These processes, if properly'
carried out, do not materially affect the nutritive value.
parts of the country owing to modern methods or preserva·
ton. Salt and smoked fish arc of great value, as is the
Excellent quality of canned fish is procurable in all
roe of fisb, which is considered a delicacy. Fish is one of
our most valuable foods, and the consumption of greater
nuantities than are now in use is advisable from the stand·
Point of nutrition and the pre\'ention or rickets and goitre.
..
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
PINSENT and ADA1\IS
Barristers and Solic::itor5
Royal Bank Chambers St. John's
LEE & MARTIN
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Temple Bldg. Duckworth St,
SQUIRES, SAUNDERS & CAREW
BARRISTERS, SOliCITORS, NOTARIES
198 Water Street St. John's
HUNT, EMERSON, STIRLING & HIGGINS
Barristers, Solicitors, Notories
283 Duckworth Sf. St. John's.
TIlE FIRST SETTLERS
Continued from page 19
fight that followed Big William ga\'e the knockout blow
to his fellow countryman, and, to the surprise of the on·
lookers, he failed to rome back.
It was found that the knockout blow had been fatal.
and Big William. really a kind-hearted man, was stricken
with grief over what he had done. That night he dis,
appeared, and was never seen in those parts afterwards.
lie made his way south, crossed the Strait of Belle Isle, and
visited Anchor Point. From there he went 10 the bottom
of 51. John's Bay and settled at Caslor River, where he
lived alone for many years.
He was emplo)"ed by Genge to fish one half of the
river. French fishermen fished the other half. When thl;
French warship came Big William went to him requesting
that he be allowed to fish the whole river. The result ,
that the French captain took the whole rh'er for the
Frenchmen, and sent Uriah Eastman to fish it. Big Wil·
Iiam met Eastman carrying his bed up to his camp. An
altercation took place, and he gne him a tap under the
chin and knocked him unconscious. Afterwards. when re-
counting the episode, Genge said to him. "What did you
intend to do with him, William?" He replied, "I wanted
him to straighten up so that I could put my left hand
under his rib and land him, bed and all, out in the river."
Mr. Genge says, "Big William was a great fiddler, and
we children would be delighted to see him come. He was
a great sPQrt, and loved children," His head was so big
that no hat could fit him, and the Captain of Ihe British
warship took the size of his head, and lot • hat made to
order in England,
Big William when he grew old went back to Jersey,
where William Genge procured for him admission to an
infirmary, where he was comfortable until he died,
In illustration of the extraordinary strength of Big
William, the following episode was related by Thomas
Genge.
At Buckle's Point in St. Margarefs Bay. William
Buckle and his sons had bu..ilt a large boat, and in launch-
ing her, lhe keel .....ent orr the ways into the mud. The
fOUf men used prist's and exerted all the po.....er the)' (1)uld
to get her out of the mud, but all in vain. At last, one of
them said, "Sod for Big WiUiam." At the time he was
not feeling well, and thought he would not be much help.
lie came, howf'ver, and sizing up the situation, he stooped
and put his back under the quarter of the boat, and, nol
waiting for the others to help, he threw her bodily out of
the mud, so that the launching was eHected without
further delay.
One of the men remarked, "Big William is sick. If he
were well, what would he do."
Big William was sutteeded in Castor River by an
Englishman, Jesse Humber, two of whose sons., William and
Andrew, were living there when I first visited it in 1904
The other son, called after the father, Jesse, went up the
coast, and there are descendants of his at Boone Bay today.
WILLIAM DREDGE AND GEORGE COOMBS
William Dredge and George Coombs were the first
settlt!rs at Black·duck Cove on the west side of St. Barbe's
Bay. They married lwo sisters, daughters of Lieutenant
Alexander Duncan, who deserted from his ship to marry
Mary Walts. He had adopted his mother's surname
"Gould" on his desertion, so that all his descendants were
('ailed Gould.
All the Dredges at Black-duck Cove are descendants
of William Dredge, and are of a nry kindly disposition.
George Coombs moved a little further west to St. Manuel's
Bay, .....here he was joined by a nephew from England,
whose descendants were among the first settlers of Shoal
Cove West, New Ferolle.
The first settler on Current Island .....as William Toop,
folloWE'd short!), after by James Williams and his brother
William. Then, John Gibbons, a sturdy Englishman, most
J'iterling and capable qualities. As an illustration of their
mettle, the eldest son, John, went to Hamilton, Ontario,
about U:OO. He could neither read nor write, but secured
I',ork as a common hand in the Hamillon Steel Works. 1n
about ten )'ears after entering the mill he had attained the
highest po!>t, and became the manager with a secretary 10
rio his .....riting. lie retained this PQsition until his death.
(To be rontinued)
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Metal Company
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